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Cloudy skies in the 
morning 'with sunny 
periods in the afternoon. 
C OST OF LIVING UP 7.8% 
WINSDAY WINNERS 
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Sudoen pr :ce,increase is highest in 12 months 
By GLENN SOMMERVILLE 
• OTTAWA (CP) ~ Opposition MPs 
demanded a program of "economic 
reconstruction" for the country 
Wednesday because of current high 
inflation and unemployment rates. 
' The opposition attack came 
'fogowing publication of Statistics 
Canada figures earlier in the day that 
showed a 7.8 percent inflation rate in 
June, the largest 12-mon~ increase in 
consumer prices in a year. 
This followed the release of jobless 
figures on Tuesday'that showed eight 
per cent of the nation's work force 
unemployed-- a total of 814,000-- 
during June. 
James~ Gillies (PC--Don Valley) 
charged': that the government has 




NI~W YORK (AP) --  A 
widespread electric pow~ 
failure threw millions ox 
New Yorkers into darkness 
Wednesday night. 
Power went off at 9:.35 
rh.m. EDT, sending 
ousands of persons 
streaming f rom apart- 
ments, office buildings, 
theatres and restaurants 
into the darkened streets 
that were clogged with cars. 
A spokesman for 
Consolida-ted Edison here 
said small power plants 
around the New York area... • 
blackout failed. Officials 
tried to get the huge Indian 
Point Nuclear Power Plant 
to make •up for the power 
shortage but all efforts 
failed, and the p0we/" plants 
shut down. 
The spokesman said 
Manhattan and Queens were 
affected first, with the rest 
of the city and parts of 
Westchester  county  
darkened in the succeeding 
minutes. 
:The crippling blackout 
was similar to the one on 
Nov. 9, 19~, when the 
failure of a small relay 
trlggered a blackout across 
the Northeast. 
SYSTEM PRAISED 
Just hours before the 
bl~kout, Charles Frank 
Luce, Con Ed chairman, 
said, "The Con Ed system is 
in the best shape in 15 years 
and there's no problem 
about he summer?' 
New York Mayor Abe 
Beame ,declared an 
emergency shortly after the 
blaekout btruck. He said 
there had been some looting, 
but that the situation was 
under control. 
Officials said there had 
been 10 arrests. 
Within minutes, Kennedy 
and LaGuardia airports 
were closed to all flight 
operations, with incoming 
airliners diverted to Boston 
and Newark, across the 
.Hudson River 'from the 
darkened city, 
Power was cut off in Shea 
Stadium where thousands of 
fans were watching a 
National League, baseball 
contest between New York 





"economic disarray", an d caged for 
measures including a new budget, • 
lower f~deral sales taxes and direct 
job creation programs to stimulate 
activity. ' . 
Ed Broadbent, New Democratic 
Party leader, pushed the government 
for an explanation about remarks 
made in Toronto Tuesday by Robert 
Andras, treasury board president. If
plans to create jobs are being worked 
out, as Andras suggested, why have 
they not been announced, he 
demanded. , 
Allan Mac, Eachen, acting prime 
minister, said that if further direct 
~nnob.creation programs are 
p!emei~tod, that will be "taken care 
"of in due course ''• by Manpower 
Minister Bud Cullen. 
I ?::!~24:~ ': 
~=~-~' • .7
Questioned by Broadhent about the 
timing of any new programs, Cullen 
said the government does not need the 
catalyst of higher, unemployment 
rates to stimulate it to act. A total of 
.$458 million had already been 
allocated for job creation programs in 
• the current financial year ending next 
March 31. 
So far, the distribution of that 
ending has been announced only for 
period up to Oct. 31. MPs will rmd 
out "probai~ly this week!' how much 
money their ridings will get for the 
period from Oct. 31 to the end of 
March next year, Cullen said. 
Neither Finance Minister Donald 
Macdonald nor Prime Minister 
Trudeau were in the Commons for 
' question period. Macdonaldwas in 
Toronto for talks with Ontario 
Treasurer Darcy McKeough about 
ending the anti-inflation program and 
Trudeau was having his annual 
medical examination. 
But Robert KaI ~an, Macdonald's 
parliamentary sec! :tary, said outside 
the Commons that he government is 
only talking about contingency plans 
for more ~ob creation. If the pnvam 
sector fails to act to create more 
employment, he government may 
move in with additional programs 
that it now is working on, "but we 
don't want to implement hem," 
KacPula n said. " _ 
lien became angry when 
questioned by Broadhent about an 
internal maui~0wer department stu_dy 
that predicts the unemployment rate 
will women this winter for men and 
~qomen i the prime 25-to54 age group.: 
early six per cent of the people in' 
this age group were jobless m June. 
The rate was much higher for 
younger workers. 
EMPLOYERS HAVE ROLE 
Replying that his practice is to 
respect he confidentmlity of such 
information, Cullen said it is not the 
government's responsibility to take 
up all the slack in the job market. 
Private employers also have a role to 
p~y, he said. 
Sinclair Stevens PC-York-Simcoe 
said the government seems to be 
~'yi~g to pin all the blame for current 
high jobless rates on private industry. 
• But if, as Andras suggested, federal 
austerity must be abandoned to 
create jobs, what other federal 
spending plans might be reduced, 
Stevens aske~l. 
MacEachen said the govei'nment 
had tried to stimulate industry 
through concessions made in the 
Marcfi 31 budget, with the objective of 
increasing job opportunities in _rite 
private sector of the economy. "t'ne 
government is still trying to deter- 
mine the success of these measures, 
he said, and has not yet made any 
shift in its spending plans in 
preparation for more direct 
government spending for jobs. 
• ICBC INTERVENTION 
 ennett defends % 
',. ,...~., 
e • :i', rem,er says he 
doe day 
. . . .  =.;.~,.,.~.. 
s it every 
~:i~!/' :/•:~'"/• i" . . .  
,There is an anniversary party coming up, Senna 
Gregg reminds people in the northwest. Plans are 
.now being finalized for Terrace's 50th Anniversary 




IVILAs to the point i by "the 
where they are not doing 
their job properly, should he 
fired. 
"An MLA candor play 
God, it is not up to him to 
decide what is or is not a 
legitimate compmmt, but he 
.should find out the 
circumstances. It is an ex- 
..tension of the MLA's job." 
To a suggestion that 
requests from the premier 
or MLAs might intimidate 
the Crown corporation 
employees, Bennett replied 
that ':the only o~e who could 
be at fault would he the 
person who bends the 
rules--not he MLA." 
"H a Person hends?the 
rules, he should he fired." 
Education Minister Pat 
McGeer said Wednesdhy 
that the Insurance Corp. of 
British Columbia gets an 
average of 300 interventions 
a month from MLAS. 
- McGeer ,  min is ter  
responsible for ICBC, was 
commenting on a 
controversy which erupted 
Monday when it was learned 
that Social Credit 
backbencher  George  
Kerster (coquitlam) had 
VICTORIA CP - Premier Bill Bennett defended 
Wednesday the actions of MLAs~who in. taryene ~th  Crown 
corporations on behalf of their constituents, pointing out 
that he does it every day. • 
~'l~.~wemi~.~  c~,,'~ in~rvened~ in two unsettled 
~.Io~ee~i~'~.'..~ f  ~" -C~ wd~ICB'CP.as~ - . /~/  " .  :<  
corporatidnd,- , intimidated Bennett said that Kerster 
by I was merely "working 
l actively for many of his 
constituents; I do it for 
mine." 
"On any complaint that I 
get, I always write a letter 
asking for clarification 
whether it's to ICBC, B.C. 
Hydro or any other Crown 
co~oration. 
As an MLA, I am the 
advocate of my 
constituents, and as such I 
ask, I demand, clarification 
where they feel they have 




Herald Staff Writer 
helfFlags outside Eurocan's Kitim.at.pul.pnfl.ll. were at 
mast Wednesday fouowing me ueam ota 19-year- 
old summer student in an industrial accident. . 
Harry Rosbargor Of Mon~ea] died.wh.en ' ~ tell 0~. 
.... the cgmpany's 1oa_d~. g~,d~, .~_n~ogJn ~ feet.o! ~'~a~." '  , '~.  - ~, . . . . . .  •~,: 
~:polieesay Rosherger was a trump.ring .to ramove., a 
load of lumber from a forklift trucX, usm8 a eaagl_ 
book, when he slipped and fell backward between tim 
dock and a ship. 
He apparently struck a bumper log and lost 
consciousness before falling into the water. 
Fellow workers immediately threw lifesavers into 
the water, some even plunged in themselves but they 
could not find the youth. 
Rosberger's body was recovered by RCMP divers 
about one hour after the morning mishap. • 
The university student's body was be..i~ flown .tp_ 
Montreal for burial there. Eurocan outetate weg 
personal charge of insuring the body was quickly 
returned there. 
The coroner had inspected the body and determined 
drowning as the cause of death. 
• o 
COASTAL BARGES 
Tugmen accuse B.C. 
of ignoring new firm 
Archie York, president of 
Quadrant Transportation 
Ltd., say his newly formed 
tug and barge service is 
being ignored by the 
provincial government and 
he 'is being excluded from 
negotiations for a marine 
fcr~s~t.t subsidy on the north 
York said that he was told 
by Skeena MP Iona 
campagnolo a week ago 
that the provincial 
government was negotiating 
with private freight carriers 
to the north coast to 
establish a subsidized 
service sometime inthe fall. 
"Apparently there is a 
deal l~eing cooked between 
the province and RivTow 
Strmts Ltd. and our 
company isn't being 
considered at all," he said. 
As a result of 
conversat ions  wi th  
WHO'S LISTENING? 
Residents yell "rats" 
Herald StsffWriter working exclusively on this problem, 
Jolliffe said, indicating the district's 
Residents north of Terrace are yelling, concern. 
"rats"but district council won't give them Jolliffe said that sanitary lan~fll would 
the direct help they've sought, add $30,000 to the city's garbage disposal 
Rodents from the muniefpal dump four costs annually but this is "a legitimate 
miles north of town ~ve infested cost, when eonsidering the total hsalth care 
nelghbouring homes, residents are needs of the community at large." . 
complaining. The rats', food supplies have "It is the intention of the District ot 
apparently dwinuleu since me city Terrace to continue to use the landfill 
converted from a garbage dump to a system in its present location, contracts 
sanitary landfill system, in compliance have been let for a five-year period in this 
with provincial pollution control connection," he explained. 
regulations. "It Is not the intention of the District of 
Whenpeoplecomplained to the city about Terrace to move its present dump." 
the problem this change had created, they Aid. Joliiffe said tlmt the rodent control 
wre told that responsibility for the landfull program would he limited s.~ictly to 
site itself was the district's but that only the property under Terrace's control. 
regional district could handle individual " "Residents in the North Kaium area 
rodent control problem. So homeowners' would be advised to contact heir regional 
requests to be provided with rat poison district representative, Mr. Les 
were denied. , Watmough, as an aid in finding a solution to 
Acting-mayor Vic Jolliffe said the their rodent control problem," he added. 
district of Terrace has an on-going rodent "The District of Terrace does not have 
control program which involves the set in~ the authority to undertake rodent control 
of traps and placement of poison. A xtm- programs on land not within its 
time employee based at the dump is now jurisdiction." 
I 
TORONTO (CP) .L. For parties. : 
the first time since its ! Thirty-one ,~r cent. of 
• landslide victory'/in the . those polled eKher refused 
1974 federal election, the .to answer or said they 
Liberal party has edge~ were undecided. 
past the 50-per-cent mark In terv iews  were  
m' popularity • among conducted with 1,035 adults' 
Canadian voters, says a 
Gallup poll released today, over 18 years of age. 
The poll, taken in earlyi The question asked was: 
June, shows the Liberals If a federal election •were 
are favored by 51 per cent held today, which party's 
of the voters, a four-point candidate do you think you 
increase over the May poll. would favor. 
A sample of this size is 
accurate within four 
.~rcentsge points; 19 in 20 
times: . 
Speculation about a fall 
election has increased in 
Progressive 
Conservative suppoi~t 
drbp.ped for the s ix th  
monm in a row and now is 
at 27 per cent, down from 
32 in may, while the NDP is 
up one per cent to 18. Four 
per cent support other 
'the last few months with 
successive polls showing 
the Liberals widening their 
.lead over  the Con- 
servatives. 
Further evidence'of  
Liberal strength was the 
varty's winning of a Prince 
Edward Island seat from 
the Conservatives in May 
byelections in which the 
Liberals also held on to 
four in Quebec despite 
intensive Conservative 
campaigning. 
But Prime Minister 
Trudeau has said 
repeatedly in the last few 
months he has no intention 
of calling an election this 
fall. The last general 
election was July, 1974. 
I 
Campagno lo ,  York  
prepared a brief out~.  g 
his company's ideas.nn o~, 
~overnment shoulU set  
revolved in marine 
transportation. 
York said the brief was to 
force the province to 
recognize the fact there is 
another  v iab le  
transportation service 
operating to the north coast. 
• Since the proyinc.erefwee 
to take us seriously, we're 
taking the ball into our court 
and making this public." 
He said a meeting with 
transport minister Jack 
Davis' transportation 
consultant was arranged for 
last Thursday but that the 
consultant didd't show up. 
Another' was scheduled 
this week. , 
As of June 30 RivTow 
Straits Ltd. terminated its 
tug and barge service to the 
Por t land  Cana l  
communities but has 
maintained its services 
between Vancouver and 
Prince Rupert. 
A week prior to RlvTow 
stopping northern service, 
quadrant began moving. 
freight with a tub and barge 
unit from Vancouver to 
Prince. Rupert and points 
north. 
Davis' transportation 
consultant wasn't available 
for comment. 
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nts" Cost'BC'R '25m n i railme • ' ~'i~ VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  saidhe was not passing any 
the tele- ooet, w_im Lake ' Cariboo Division, / :~'!at~' - ~VAN C OU V E ~ (CP) 
The cost of derailments on Records examined at the divisions recorded ' ~-9 which includes the 462 miles Quos . uring, , 
British Columbia Railway's commission's office indicate derailmente and the costa of of track between North Cariboo Division ree~etl 
'that the extension, which .. the mishans 38derailmenteatatotal~o~t i 
Trade unions ometimes get judgment on 
a had name by being greedy communications workers. 
at the bargaining table and He also cautioned his au- 
working people ~hould be dience to make sure their 
alert that this does not union operates in a 
bap~n, Bill King, former democratic manner and 
Br~tish Columbia labor said unilateraldecisionsby 
minister, said Tuesday. union officials are another 
K: ~ told a meeting of the thing that can give unions a 
Telecommunications bad name. 
(BCR) system during 1976 
was $2.5 million, say 
documents fried with" the 
areas covered during the 
Eublic hearings, now are 
eing assessed by the 
commission's 'staff prior to 
the resumption of hearings 
in.September.. . 
The documents also 
't t t  t si , ~ . 
handles only one train each 
day', recorded 39 
derailments in 1976 at a total 
p •totalled Vancouver and Prince 
~ $674,011. . George, serves the towns of of $1.1 million. 
royal commission inquiring 
into BCR's affairs. . 
Detailed stat ist ics on 
derailments are contained 
in written answers' to 
indicate that the railway 
lost 261,798 man days 
because of strikes between 
I965 and 1976. 
The worst record for 
derailments, in terms of 
mishaps versus mileage, 
occurred on the 243-mile 
extension between Fort St. 
office. . :':':~ John and Fort Nelson, the 
The writtenrepUes,which muskeg section on which 
provide more detail ~ on plywood was substituted for 
ii?' 
cOSt of $788,732. 
. The  Peace River and 
Omineca Divisions include 
about 796 miles of 
operational track north of 
Prince George, ineluding 
lines to Fort St.James, 
Takia and Lovell in the 
northwest and Chetwynd, 
Dawson Creek. and Fort 
St.John in the northeast. 
During 1976, the Peace 
Workers Union that only 43 King said anions hould be 
Iper cent of B.C.'s work force prepared for attempts by. 
|m organized and they have a members of the Socm~ questions (interrogatories) 
[duty to bring their non-anion Credit government, to raised by the commission 
[colleagues into the ranks of introduce right-towork during its recent'series of 
Iorganized labor, legislation, which would public hearings and:=~ow 
[ "Some unions are make membership in a fried at the commission's 
iinterested only in the union at a unionized shop " 
ibargaining table and to hell voluntary. 
iwith the consequences, but I 
isay to you trade unionists He said that only Premier 
ithat with the power yougain Bill "Bennett and Labor 
[at the bargaining table, you Minister Allan Williams 
[have responsibility," he fought off attempts to[ 
[said. introduce such legislation atl :~ 
i King (NDP--Revelstoke the last Social Crediti 
ISiocan) added that convention and said it wouldi 
[ i r respons ib le  t rade  strike at the heart ofi 
[unionists are a minority and* working peoples' rights. , i 
NeW machine tried 
to combat milfoil 
NORTHWEST i 
OOMMUNIT¥ i 
• 00LLEGE ii 
Northwest College serves the region from Queen Charlotte Islands to :/ 
Houston .  The  major  phys ica l  fac i l i t i es '  a re  in Ter race ,  but  thero  are  ~ 
substantial programs in the other communities in the College region. ~//~ 
Total full and part-time enrolment is about 1500 students. :  
'. :.The .College has vecancies in the following positions: *?i 
INDUSTRIAL RE¢0RD~; AND FIRST AID J: 
• Dut ies :  Teaching Industrial First Aid and parts of the !:~ 
Business Education Program. -: 
• Grade 12 graduation or equivalent " - 
TheKELOWNA'provincialB'C'government(CP) -- specifiesThe governmentpayment contraCtfor he are300.acromOStsiteSeVere,~! whil probablythe Qualifications: ~i "A"  or "AA" Industrial First Aid cerflf ionk il
.~ i~r~%, .p%j l t ,  dw/%,p%,A c a b  ? machine on the Euras|an suecessfullyromovedbythe saidJeanens. ~ i d.A.  wide backgroundinbusinessorindustry?i 
• milfoil weeds in. the machine and says the 25- The government had wil~ some suporvis ion expr lence~ the air o.....k....m.....,.--,-.,---earlierbeenaccused,:of: . . ' aconunf lngwou ld .anas - - t .  ' ~' i s  up  in  , ,on,,o, .  ...n up ,, , , .An . - fa i l ing  to p operly assess '  e, Post s~:onda,  ro in ,ng inmanagem'nt , . ,  
Tuesday between the tension of the deadline is proposals for mechanical . ii.~; 
I~ovemment and Kelowna allowed if delays occur clearing of Eurasian milfoll Appointment  Date.  August lS, ] t l y ,  or as soon as possible. '7 
mventor Gordon Jennens which are not the fault of by diving engineer Wee =,L, 
which calls for a trial ran of Jennens. Maggs of Burnaby, B.C.. ~,~: 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Services, air photo surveys, his machine on a 25-acre The limit was one factor .. Further lnformation may be obtelned from Mr. R. Kilborflat6354511, 
Transport Minister Jack patch of the weed. If delaying the three-month- Karl Marsden, provincial ,i!i~ 
Davis said Wednesday that "General transport has a suecees.ful,, a fur!her_300- long negoUations between biologist, sm~d tha.t an acre INSTROCYQR FOR M INE ENGINE REPAIR 
.. ~ . . . ~.~ the reason government lower priority th~ the three acr.~, ot _me weco will be the government ano could be clearea in tire : -~ 
ministries are chargecl so functions listed ... and no at- eradicated. . Jennens. . . ._ minutes for $50 using " r~,,el--e. To ~ach  a pre.employmont course covering al '~'~ 
little to fly on government tempt has been made "Workwill start as soon The 25-acre test w!ll chemical methods, while ' ' "  . . . .  components of beth 2 cycle and 4 cycle mari~.,i~i~ :f/'; 
jets is because they are therefore to allocate canital as patent rights have been probably take place in cne mechanical methods took 
billed only for' operating costs as between t~ese cleared," Jennens said North Arm of' Lake three weeks and cost from , . ' ' engiM.s and  components osM in the mari~i;~ 
costs, functions. Wednesday. . 0kanagan where the weeds $2,000 to $3,000 an acre', industry. ' • • .~:~ 
The minister's answer I ~ ~._  ' " ' I I  I C |ua l i f J ca t Jons :  candidates must have extonslve experionce in ~ 
follows a charge arlier this' " ' 
week from a spokesman for J R ~ r ~ d ~ i ~ [ L ~ k T ~  [ " [nqulrylaunched . repe i ro f :  . :i:' 
a British Columbia air  [ ~ 0 ~ 0  M • ~  V~ ~ I ' . • , .2cyc lemar ine~gl~s  " ~: 
charter companx that cost I , I - I I I I~BA I '~A4"~l  "~4"m' :L ' *~ •' • I" " .4cy¢logasenginesandmarinecealingsystems. 
figures tabled by Davis " " 
• FROM FEDS ' " I l l tU  I lU t t :Y l  . .:, . - propulsion and related equipment. . :;~:i were unrealistically low. 
The tabled mformatlon t t s that a" et f l l 'ht  VICTORIA (CP)--Eabor Transport and General Term of employment. September 5, 1977 to ,april 20, 197|. :i!i 
s a e j "g Em"  | _ _1  _ I I  _ Minister Allan Williams Workers Union. Fur|her information may be obtained from Mr. Fred Wilson at 4354511. : i i  
bve3~e~.eanndtVhectonO'akacn;rrgi~-~  -xTra (]ollars s~)ldmiW:d::sff~eYmh~ can s 'waAs hP[~wli~abe~th~i(~l~.~ i;~::,~ 
~t~4~ta billing of from $42 = . = .= .  VheancroeauCvhe:dstir kethenowHOate  th  dispute on Wednesday. MOBILE  WELDING . ~ -::! 
Davis ex-lainedt~ that ~[ ,~ I~a ,~s~,v ,~ ~1~11~ inausurim . . . . . .  mqmry cummin- and further ta lks  were . . . . . . . .  • " ~."~ 
scheduled for today previous to. the present LU IC (:1/I I ; l lll;  . sioner has been appointed. " Duties: TO teach basic welding to persons in related?: 
~ocial Credit government, . . , . . . Williams told reporters NO REQUEST , o¢cupotions e.g. farmers, mechanicS, truckers. '.~ 
"mdividuar ministries, were VANCOUVER (CP) -: UBC medical SChOOl, ne the fact that both sides The labor .minister also . ~ ': '. • , '. The course will inclmk both Manual  ~fa l  Arci  
~t  billed for~aircraR cos.ts,~?i~e:~0 million the feder~ " said. . . agreed 'to the ap~intment said theB.C..Federation f : ~ ~ ~ . welding and Oxy.Acofylenepro~uYes.~ -~.i~ *;i 
@ith all expenses betng "~ ~government . g ranted  Cliff Adkins, president ot d- Bryan Wilhams of Labor has not requested a 
absorbed by the transport Tuesday for postsecon.~.r~ the B.C. School Trustees Vancouver to help resolve meet ing with hzm over  ~, i  mhSh.mtl ,~n,"  Department of Public Works No.I and No.4 
ministry, education in t~ridsh Association, .said taxpayers, the dispute indicates a objections to two ~- ' ' ' , ' , ' "  . . . . . .  certificates or equivalent. ' "~! 
"Under the new system, Columbia will be spent to not school programs, willingness to end the strike. ~overnment bills which • ' . • ~ Ext~s ive  experience in the weldi'ng trade. 
only operating costs are expand opportunihes for suffered as a result of late . About 475 hotel employees ~iissolve unions. 
charged to individual user," young people to.  ma.rn funding. : i have been on strike since The " federation is Job Locution: " Mobile program in  College region. 
he said. "They include fuel marketab le  sx i~ ls ,  REBATE AN IDEA '*'~ June 9. Munagementclosed threateningagenorals~rike 
and wages paid to crew Education.Minister D . Pat He said that as a rehate to the hotel June 24, blaming because legislation before MOBILE HYDR LICS 
members. On the average, McGeer saiu. homeowners and tenunts the their action on increasing the house would terminate 
these worked out to 22 cents The money is .to ~overnment could return at violence on the picket lines, unions at Notre Dame . 
a passenger mile last year. reimburse the province ~or ]~east el00 a household The minisfer said the University in Nelson and at n , t l . .~ .  , " To teach the principles and maintenance of b041~ 
"Capital costs including costs of advanced h ign .  Holt also announcec/that commissioner, appointed the Vancouve.r Resources .--" " - ' "  mobilo and industrial hydraulics including: :ii 
the purchase cost of sc.h.ool .courses_tl~at_ w_ere. Basford is forwarding a .earl!er Wednesd~y,.was B..om'..d. ,* '. . . . .  :~ Fluid Principle : .  
aircraft, the .cos~ o.x on granny pare oz .~raue xo. cheque for "$579.260. ~oinuy nominates ny Hilton wi , iams sam ne nas Troubleshooting i 
buildings, or tuna, are noz T n e p r o v ~ n c i a ~ renr'esentin,~ the federal Canada Ltd., which careful ly gone over a ,  . Preventative Maintenance ~'! 
charged to individual users, government has argueu g~ment '~ first interim operates the hotel, and correspondence to his office 
the main reason being that successfully that gra_ue l2 in ~-~vment for1977 for Second- "Local 275 of the Canadian and has found no request for t~ . , , . l sss , , t s , , , , .  Minimum of 5 years experience in both .mobile :i 
the aircraft in question this province is now largely ~f~'~,;o,o,,.o~,~,~ o, m- ,~]~ Brotherhood of Railway. a meeting. . . . . . .  ~--~ . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  . . .  __  ~u. , . . . . . . . .V . ,O .  and industrial hydraulics. ~i Serve other funcUons which, eqmvalent o what was mentar-" and secondar" ' ~'  
on a riority basis or first- grade 13 in 1967, when the , ,o..~.,,.,z z~.~o ~ ~i~:. ' : ~ Preference will be given to thesewith Heavyl 
• " " th th ~" . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' call ~asm, mclude mercy provinces agreed wi . e ~,, ,-,,-t;on ,,,~s made ~ N  [~r t t~ QI IQ I |Q~[~ i " Du~/Mi l~r ight ,  or equal certification. :i 
flights, a i r  ambulance federal government tosnare h~=,~,,~"~'~"of B'C"s cla;"  ~i~]~.~ ~r.4~ i~,,~ .~tvr ,4 .v , , t t ,~ .~ ;.~,,. 
• the .costs ._ of. post- ~va~'a"l~ per cent annu'ai A t~counc i lmect ing  Monday night Alderman i:: e rms  o f  em 1o ment :  No later than September i5, 1977 to March 17~ 
• seconuary mac is, pos~ T P Y :i~Ta. !; r== s s_ [ _ " -'-~"? t'on " limit on increases in: cost- LaurLe(~lanc asked about ~ availability of the 28 .. 
graue lZ---eauca 1 ! -  I l r l  rIT  . . . . . .  : .. secondary educa[ion neW, l~.that were to be put up for auction this year: Further information may be obtained from Mr, , iii 
- - .  , :~ .  • ~.~v, ~t. ~imma flozt tt,--van- . . . . . .  nts has been ira- ' He ~as advised that the Lands Branch of  the '  
- -  . . c°uv..e..r_~Ki~gsway)made~hl~e'. ~r~p'erly ca lcu la ted ,  Provincialgovernn~entwa.shol.dingreleaseoftheland I ~ :i~,,~, TR/tININGFren WilsonSKiLLat 53s-Gs11. : . . . .  i~i ' 
id l l~,AAdl~ A~I~J JHI||U~UJ[~C{~ |1{"~ ~"-- . ?  resnltin~, in the province ~nding cseuranceurom e wamr nesources uoara ':::" ' !!:~i~' 
opening ol a new excenaea | |~ ' -} [ "}~]~'~U . . . . . .  hein~ -s-~hortchang~ about, cbneorning posaibl~flooding problems . . . .  :i, ~ iC  FOR DEVELOPMENT 
• . vv - . . . - . - - . - -  care 11os l ial at cue " . pi - - ' $20 million over the past five It was stated tha l~ doubtful that an auction could.  • / :~'~. 
Universizy ox ~.~. • years, takeplaceintimef~F~year'sburi,dingsesson. : The 'Colkqp~. requires a B.T.S,D, instructor to "ii~i. 
" "  " - - ' -  IVl tl r PROGRAMS TO EXPAND ' •••••• ; . . . • .• - .••• . - .• .  •*. •••'•'•••"•'.•'•'••'•'•••••••••••':1; " ' . equivalencytUCh Ma~, English,in Hamiton,and SclanCepod Simpson,t°a GradeKit.i0 ii'~:!.~!~ii{/ 
McGeersaidthapayment,. • ' _~ , sogukla and Kitameat Village. ,~!i 
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP) -  which will be spread over : ~ . :1 
Consumer and Corporate the next three years, will he : /~ . , ' :o~ '~ ,[ n.,,~ltl;~,..,4~t,~,~',~, a. A valid teaching cerlificato , :'ii 
Affairs. Minister Rare Muir used to. expana programs •• /~',~ "~,,v'~C.C',,:% TXr r  r r l r~  r !I. ~v , , , . , , , . , v , , , .  b. The ability to communicate with adults of 
sold Wednesday that he has whichwrilgweyoung people • ~#~""  ~L.~ ~i~, VV  ~1 J~ .~.  •[ ' var ious  ages, : : :~: 
not made any unnecessary marketable . • ~ . j .~ , .~ .~m~ ~ •/ 
flights to his home riding .. ee :~  : T , - -~ .m ~ 'mml~umLm4;  Generally October 3 to March 10, Starting ~ and ~ 
here on a government Peop!e.and..ertheage_of25 • , i RE YOU : " "  . . . .  . . . .  finishing dates mayvary  slightly according toi  
aircraft account for ~7 per cent ox me • ~ t _~. , - -=~,~ ~'-- : : : : - . . ,~ ~=~ . local condition. . i 
• unemployed in this : ~ . ~"  ~Z~'~,'~"'##'~***~'~ '~,~ ~--,,-.-,,-~. , 'v .,-~ ;~ 
Figures tabled b province, he said. . ~ ~ ' ~  ~n; . ~ "%'~ MR"  L ,  I I I I~  l l • ' ' ' ' " 
Transport Minister Jac[ "(The mone~.) m..e~ns. we : ~ ~ . ~ ' ~  %.~ l r L~ l  1 / 1 w ~r  * BASIC JOB REAI)INESS TRAINING 
Davis June 29 showed that will be expanding all muse : ~. .T~, . , . ' I  ,~ IB  -_ : 
Mair made 67 flights on programs where there are . ~3 ~'~. -~-~¥1 J~ IM / '~r r~ C"~ ,' AB.J.R,T. instru~or is requirsd for a course to , • P' • 
government aircraft, 47 of waitinglists and which lead . r~ k~, I ~ /  ~ "1  ~ J ( J - /~ , . ) .  ~ • ' heheldin Haze#on, Dufleswill Include Iifeskills 
them to this central British directly to employment" • ~,~. X% I~L / y~v • - and vocational counselling and teaching of some . . . " • • 
Columbia city., That includes v~rtually all • ~%,_~,~'~.~ • ~ ~.T.S.O. curriculum. • 
. ,  . vocational and professional' : . ,  "~,~.~,;,~,~.~,f" 
Mair said in a teJepn.one training schools, suchasthe • : . - .~o .~-  " ! ~"m[[ f j cn t Jons '  a .  The abiliW' to communicate wiflt adults of  
interview that he trips were : ~ ' ; . . . . .  various ages, 
strictly for government ** 
business and that there was ACQUlTI'ED : Yellowhead Trade Dollars are available at  most progressive ~ b. Formal training in Life Skills counselling.., 
no impropriety involved. : businesses iin Tourist  Region "G" from " Jasper  to the Sea" c. Teaching experienco. 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. " : • ' ' ' 
the cost credited to Mair CP- An prisoner at Prince. ; :~" : Term of  employment: September 12i 1977 to Novomber 4, 1977 
for each flight was $42, buta George Rogionai Correction : '" Ask  For Them/  • , 
spokesman for a Vancouver Centre was acquitted " ~ : ' }i , 
air charter company says it Wednesday on a charge of : Sa~e One. Send One- and maybe ven Spend One : " 
is "absolutely ~mpossible" wilful damage arisingfrom : .. MP E oR ' 
to operate a jet between the a riot at the centre in • ::~:. Limited edition-Limited time : CO TITION CLOSES F PosITIONS: July 20, IW7 
Okanagan Vailed/ and February. : ',~Pure Nickel . , ,  Plastic Pouch. Undrculated . . : S~V , D S 
Victoria for that price. Robert Orlofsky was ; ":':','~ : " ~i';!/ 
acquitted after Judge C.E. • ::: Sponsored by: . FOR ALL 0SlTION : ,;" 
Ken Plante, a pilot with Lander rejected testimony : : In accordancewith the College Vocational Scal~ii-i 
Canada Lear Jet Co., said of two corrections officers • B.C. Yellowhead 16 Travel Association • • • • depending on qualifications and experience, ~!/! 
Monday it costs about $500 because of lighting . :' Box 1659, Pr ince George, B.C. : ";i: 
an hour to operate a Citation conditions, distance and • : ' ' • ~;':' 
jet, A return flight from obstructions which impeded : : : : M PLY FOR ALL POSiTIONST0: The Prin¢ipel 
Victoria to Kamloops would their view of the riot.. : Brinni~g the communities of Tourist Regio~ "G" together . : ~.. Northwest Community Collego 
take about two hours. Twelve prisoners had * 
earlier pleaded guilty and " for profit and pleasure. : BOX 7~6 
• • , Terrace, B.C .  
Mair said the figures are a were sentencedto four to six •" • • 
matter involving Davis' months each on charges • . • VSG 4C2 
department, arising from the riot. •ee•eee•eeeeeee•••e•eee•e•eeee•eee••e•eee•ee•eeeee••e•••e•••• 
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Marina Brown applies lipstick as she 
prepares for the days performance. 
N.o, it needs more wave on the right• Denise Gowe helps 
a fdllow actress get ready for the stage performance. 
. . . .  ,.. SUMMER WORKSHOP 
D r.amatics at  !!ihand 
Put'n~ne, ehildren in the Terrace Little ... ..... '.~! 
Theatr~ builqllng, add three drama ' 
lmtzuetOrli, mb[we.andbeforeyou imow Photo Essay 
it, ~e  ~.ou~sters are creating their own.. , • ' 
proaucuons. ,., 
The first of three two-week drama b~r  
woklmhop8 Is presentlyin its f0tur.6N day . . . . .  :" R E G G  
,From thelevelof yesterday'saq~vlty he w-~a"qw A1~I  -~" t '~ 
youngsters ~Io not need any l~  IN[ | / - I  i Nt: L I  i 
encouragement to devise their own plot, ~= ""  "" ~ I=  
set design, costumes or make-up. • . . . .  - " " to I t the 
They [mow what they want, says David ha..m..c ann or.me w.pr1{snops i m _= 
Thonlson who guides them through mew c hilaren explore acung movemeenl.~ ana 
imaginative play-acting. The main point stage cratt a~ an elemenr~sry rove. 
now is to give them a feeling o f  the She said there are no plans to go into 
situation. • . product/on but the facilities and the 
: ~ At the present ime their plots are giant resources are on hand if that is what the 
improvisations and Thomson says they youngsters want ; i . .  • . . . . .  
win work them into a script by the end of The youngsters, j~e~veen me ages ott~o 
this week. ' years and 16 years, au seem to agree e 
This weeks ldot was set in an architect's: activity is fun and they are le.arning.a lot. . 
office. :~The 13oss'~was • not liked ~ by ~the ' Theflrst ~oup completes its wo.r.~nop 
empl~eesand in the midst of all the at the end of next week and Scott says 
ldghly adult activity of running an office, anyone between ti~ ages of 10 years and 
i l i !  • / ~ hecomes outandsetsthemi~apanic, by 16 years in te . . r~  i?.. two w.~ks..of 
yelling', "Fire v'' . ~ creative acuvity:~,snoma orop into me 
i' '!It's~the ad'ults who like Little Red Little:Theatre b.ufiding trom lO a.m. ~.,~ 
. ,,;i :Garret Doe//applies maRe-up to his face in preparation of Riding Hood," Thomson said. "The kids p.m. at 3~5 ]~[~,~. or telephone Mouy 
, ' ' are into Towering Inferno and Jaws kind Nattress a 635. 
'.,~ his role as janitor. Doell is an instructor at the workshops, of plots.;' : 'the workshop,a~i~rages out to $1 a #zy 
• ~;: : i Pat Scott, who is taking a break from and the activity provided is more fun than 
• " h~r d~nee studv in the south, says the television or movies. 
S 60 
90 
( HELD 6 YEARSTO MATURITY, 
AND COMPOUNDED TWICE YEARLY 
AT 8% PER YEAR ) 
r TD SAVINGS 
CERTIFICATES 
- a great little investment 
If you think you need a lot of money before you can make an invest- 
ment, then here s something that will change your mind o. .  TD 
Savings Certificates. 
TD Savings Certificates are available for as little as $]5.60". In six 
years, when they mature, you receive $25 for.each $15.60 invested. 
That represents an attractive guaranteed return of 8~' per year, 
compounded twice a year, on your investment. Of course, you can 
cash TD Savings Certificates anytime before they mature, but your 
investment will earn a lower rate of interest. 
TD Savings Certificates are an ideal Way to help your savings pro- 
gram along. Use your Family Allowance cheques to purchase them 
re ularl or buy them whenever you have a little cash left over at 
th~ endYf the month. And because they're investments there's less 
temptation to cash them before maturity. 
TO Savings Certificates are just one of a wide range of TD Term 
Deposits. Drop in to your nearest TD branch soon and see which one 
best suits your needs. 
*Effective May 1, 1977 and subject to change. 
'~"i" .the glamour roles when they wrote the script 
:~"i i with the others attending the workshop., 
*. f l  
"Fire/" 
. i  
for the 
q * 
The youngsters attending the first w, orkshop rush 
elevator in their own i'/r~.ision of To~vering inferno. 
• t 
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By GARi~Y i~'AIRBAIRN huge oil reserves, the.meat But if Iran and Saudi 
significant statements came Arabia stick to their 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- from the Iranian minister, l~itiuns, they should be 
The s lowness of world While Saudi Arabia has able to hold other OPEC 
economic recovery was opposed large price boosts sta~s to a minimal in- 
underlined when spokesmen in the past, Iran has until crease. 
for the two biggest oil- now been a leading advocate FEAlt, SOCIALISM 
exporting countries recently of higher prices. Behind' the concern over 
called for an oil price freeze Amouzegar, however, the Western economy is 
in 1978. said "there are 15 million fear, particularly on the 
unemployed in the part of Saudi, Arabia, that 
Sheik Ahmed Zaki industrial countries today cont inued economic  
Yamani, Saudi Arabia oil and we as member of the troubles may hTing So- 
minister, and Iranian earth cannot overlook that." cialists or t;ommtmtsts into 
Interior Minister Jamshid Their comments drew Western European govern- 
Amoozegar have stated a quick objection from other ments. 
1978price increase on top of nations in the 13-member The statements of 
the 10-per-cent 1977 rise Organization of Petroleum Amouzegar and Yamani 
mightwell cripple the effort Expor t ing  Countr ies  may also indicate a feeling 
of Western industrial (OPEC). Libyan and that the time has come to 
nations to escape from Algerian officials aid itwill offer the U.S. government a 
raise the reward for its Middle East recession, be necessary to 
current oil price of $12.70 a policy. 
Despite Saudi Arabia's barrel. Yamanipraised President 
Carter's efforts for a Middle 
East settlement and said 
Saudi success in preventing 
a price increase would he 
linked with progress in that 
area .  
Such statements, coming 
shortly before Israeli 
Premier Menachem Begin 
is to arrive in Washington 
for talks with Carter,. may 
have been a deliberately- 
timed reminder that Saudi 
Arabia wants the United 
States to continue its 
pressure on Israel to 
negotiate. 
The statements, however, 
could have been justified 
solely on economic 
considerations since recent 
statistics offer little l room 
for great optimism that the 
recession ~ soon end. 
LEAD WAY 
U.S. strategy is to lead the 
way out ot ~ international 
recession by stimula~ng the 
U.S. economy and accepting' 
a larger trade deficit as the 
price for helping other 
countries by buying more of 
their goods. U.S. officials 
hope thst other states will 
follow with expansionary 
economic policies and that 
general prosperity will 
return. 
But U.S. consumer 
spending has declined 
during the last three 
months. 
Although other indicators, 
notab ly  bus iness  
investmeat~ offset hat brief 
trend, U.S. consumer 
spending is still a cause for 
concern, 
Some international econo- 
mists suggest he United 
States should do more and 
that Carter made a mistake 
in cancelling his planned $50 
income tax rebate. Other 
economists say the United 
States ma~y be going too fast 
since the full effect of ex- 
pans ionary  pol ic ies ,  
including the inflationary 
effect, hasyet o come. 
Such disagreements 
create uncertainty and 
confusion among financiers 
and other potential 
investor~, less$ning the new 
investment that is needed 
for economic recovery. 
If the Saudi and Iranian 
remarks do nothing else, 
they will have been 
beneficial for giving some• 
additional hope to investors. 
Business spotlight 
The pollution problems of the 1960's were visible 
and relatively straight-forward--murky ivers an lti 
lakes lined with rotting fish and clouds of eye- 
stinging smog hovering over industrial cities were 
hard to ignore. 
Easier to ignore, because their effects are more 
subtle, are the phantom pollutants troubling 
experts in the 1970's--the long-lasting toxic 
chemicals Which are a legacy of the industrial 
boom of the last 30 years, a boom based on better, 
living through chemistry. 
The effects on human health of these chemicals 
which drift invisibly through air and water, 
disregarding international boundaries, is the 
subject of hot debate. What price Canadians are 
willing to pay to clean up such pollution problems 
and prevent future ones, both in terms of dollars 
and standard of living, has yet to be widely 
discussed. 
The onus is on all sectors of society. Industry has 
never made a convincing case that anti-pollution 
improvements wipe out jobs. 
But even with tough restrictions today on 
imdustry, there are many problems posed in 
tackl ing the chemicals  dumped into the 
environment from the days when industries used 
large water bodies as garbage dispos~ uni~. Not 
only do we have to prevent he creation ot more 
dangerous chemicals, we must also go  about 
catcb~g,w~.~f  the, ge~ thai.have come ot~t of  
their bottles. , 
Thus, non-essential uses of fluorocarbon 
propellant in spray cans - because research 
indicates .they may damage the ozone layer which 
.shields tbe earth from the ultraviolet rays of the 
sun -- is probably the first of a series of 
convenience products this country will have to 
sacrifice to preserve the environment, and in the 
long term our health. 
Scientists believe that over three.quarters of all 
cancers Can be traced to substances in the 
environment. There is an additional worry that the 
heavy use of chemicals in the early 1960's may have 
sown the seeds for a whole new crop of 
environmentally-linked diseases, particularly 
cancer, a deadly harvest to be reaped 10 to 20 years 
from now. 
To start with convenience products is an 
intelligent move, one that can be made with the 
minimum of disruption to the individual. Canada 
survived at a time when we didn't have spray 
deodorants. We either tolerated each other better 
or we used other things. 
Certai~tly we can halt this trend towards a day 
when every possible human scent, be it originating 




VICTORIA (CP) -- A new 
Vancouver Island company 
has put a com l~ter on the 
market which zt hopes will 
end up. in mo~t kitchens in 
this city. 
V ic tor ia  Persona l  
Computer Co. is selling, for 
about $2,000 each, a system 
that can help with the 
cooking, organize the 
budget and tell you where 
the kids are. 
"The possibilities are end- 
less, says Dr. Bill Bowm, 
University of Victoria 
assistant professor of 
computer sciences, one of 
three partners in the 
company, n
"If the wife is ~king a 
cake or making a fancy 
meal, she could get the 
recipe instantly from the 
computer. 
• "And it is ideal for family 
messages. Everyone could 
cheek m with the computer 
Attendance not imperative in senate 
By PAUL SESSELL quantity is what counts. by those present, the 
Ontario senator said this 
week durin~ the chamber's 
national unity debate. 
The debate opened Feb. 9 
with about wo-thirds of the 
senators absent. A larger 
attendance has rarely 
occwred since. 
OTrAWA CP - Liberal 
Senator J.J. Greene brushes 
aside criticism of the poor 
attendance in the Senate by 
saying quality rather than 
When' Churchill rebuilt 
Westminster after the 
German bombings of  the 
Second World War, "he 
deliberately built the 
Commons of such size as to 
accommodate only a small 
proportion of the total 
number of members of 
Parliament eligible to sit," 
Senator Greene said. 
EXPLAINS REASONS 
"He did this no that on a 
great occasion when there 
was need for immediate and 
important parliamentary 
action there would be in the 
.:House a sense of crisis, 
urgency, immediacy and 
'important occasion' just as 
in any forum where there 
are more people wanting to 
get in than there are tickets 
available." 
Parliament, quoted another 
former British pr ime 
minister Stanley Baldwin, 
who said: 
"I note the barons of the 
press are after me..They 
seek power witnout 
responsibility which has 
been the prerogative of 
harlots throughout the 
ages." 
Senator Greene said 
senators often feel they are 
in the opposite position, 
possessing responsibility 
without power "which, in 
the eyes of the little- 
informed, at times appears 
to render us some species of 
a political eunuch." 
Senators  debat ing 
national unity, as with other 
topics discussed in the 
senate, should not feel 
bound to reach definite 
The value of the 104.seat 
Senate should not be  
measured by the number in 
attendance but by the 
quality of the performance 
University reaps pr fito The pub l i ,  galleries healthy , , . ,  contain no more than a dozen spectators and 
a ... ~ . frequently no journalists 
VICTORIA (CP) -- A could be used in the 1977-78 bother to cover Senate 
debates. minor policy change at the budget year for purchase of 
University of Victoria nas non-recurring items such as i . - '  
resulted in an operating equipment.' --~'~ Senator Greene said the 
surplus for fiscal year 1976- " 77 of more than $800,000-- ]n the past any moiiey lack of ,importance of 
the biggest surph~s in the carried over from the attendance was understood 
previous year was placed in by the ~ate Sir Winston 
school's history. Durin~ the last fiscal a general contingency fund Churchill,a former British 
year, which endedMarch 31, for all departments, prime minister "who 
when they come in or out. It 
acts like a family notice 
board." 
It could also make famil~ 
calendars obsolete, he saiu. 
Someone can program all 
the dental appomtments and 
birthday parties at the 
beginning of the month and 
a push of a button will give 
the information on each day. 
"No one should forget a 
wedding anniversary with a 
computer in the home," said 
Bowm. 
WORTH TilE COST 
He said the home 
computer is well worth the 
steep cost and proves itself 
in connection with family 
budgets and keeping track 
of bank balances• At income 
tax time, it is a real gem, 
Bowie said. , 
Bowie said he got the idea. 
of going into the unique' 
business after hearing abot'~t 
the minicomputers.at a.San ...... 
~'Francisco conference. Sales ,~ 
of computers for the home 
bcgan in the United States in 
1975 and they have recently 
gone on sale in Vancouver. 
The Inasi and 
Polymorphic 
microcomputer systems are 
manufactured in the U.S. 
and are designed for small 
offices or homes. 
Bowie said do.it-yourself 
fans can get the computer 
for as Cheaply as $900 ff they 
want to assemble it 
themselyes.. . 
"For most  , people, 
however, the price tag is 
going to be $2,-000 and up,, 
he said. "We don't expeetto 
be flooded with orders right 
away. 
"This is a brand new field 
• and the potential for growth 
is almost unlimited." 
Bowie, 33, resigned h is  
position on the university 
staff to help with the new 
business, but he continues to 
be associated with the 
university on a contract 
basis. 
His partners are both in 
the university department 
of administration services. existence. If the legacy of the 60's is a clean- a memo went to all The $80O,000. operating perhaps knew and 
smelling, carcinogenic humanity, let 70's Canada university departments surplus represents about 2.4 understood Parliament saying that any money per cent of the entire 1976-77 better than any other Senator Greene, speaking conclusions, he said. They are Patrick Wise, 33, 
fight the phantom pollutants, even ff me risz is ring saved in the 1976-77 budget budget of $32.5 million, statesman of our century." on press criticism of du~ to lead public opinion, and Bob Burgis, 32. 
around the collar. 
But the Senate d  have a 
[ OTTAWA OFFBEAT] 
Socialist hordes stake Arctic .territory 
ARDJACKSON ovemment ' even of the Waffle Wing of the NDP. So the organized p.ew "brotherhoods" By RICH g ,, " ,, • ,amd although the com]pany isdead if not and c~tural bands and other end 
. . . . . . . . . .  . _It.all goes b a.ck some 10 or more ye~_s forgotten, they as individuals live and wor.ks," and in !he name of "saving '~ the 
A ~ewflaereu t;anana, erliously late, is m 1ormer rrnne Minister rearson s -"~'~t' n, ~-------mnrm"~ .__..,,Hvo .......j...,,,,,, o,,,o ...,,,,,.,,,,n,,,~ ~,,,,,~,.,,,,. 
beginning to awaken to t~e dire danger of darlings, the Company of  Young "I'ntl~e'North they found a situation ideal now exceeding an annual $I mililo~- from 
~ a radical socialist - even Marxist - Canataans. for Marxistindoctrlnat/on, a tl-American the federal government, even business 
/ I  
philosophy capturing the hearts and self-defence after the Comnan trouble-making, and the creation of the and industry . 
remus of  the native peoples of the ' t business micro.state of World Socialism It was a case - though nelthel . . In , .- Y . ' . • made trouble-makmg i s - . .  
Mackenzte Valley. flirtin" " even wlth" the terrorists of the They found a ople no longer living, by government or business first realized it - 
They live astride an energy corridor Quebgc Liberation Front - the hun.flag a.nd...t~el~Pg,, butLexisfing on o f f  inanc~ pinnate hold them hostage. 
~ ~ 1 ~ ~  from the Arctic tothe south that is gomg government shut it down. weltare lmuateti ny the r earson ln.e nro~eernooas nu cmturai banns 
to be ivtal to the interests - the very life But inits revolutiona~ day it lived nigh governmentt its youn~er ann. more z u~ caveats on 450,000 square miles of 
and safety - of the whole contment, of off the taxpayers with cultural ~ants," radical m e.m.uet~, un..c~In~gz,.uneauca,tea Arcuc t ;anana.  . . . . . . .  
Americans and Canadians alike, as they were call.eci, tfrom the yearn.on .ann resent t,ul ol..t..ne iunu ot me xor wmcn _"zney we~ ~mg..a. legal mstrument to 
These people have been the pawns of a government, while radicalizmg tne m e~ w..e~n t ~ ~worE.. _ ,,.:_j .._ ser~ve aramca_.l_pon~leai purpose. . . . .  
band of white radicals based m Ottawa, natives of the north, unto mey arnvea L.ny nu.uve~y.v~ m . :~.~t~ . uw -uy~.~rown rune canno~ ue 
Toronto and Vancouver. The RCMP know the names of the peace, undistur .o~ana un.ms~.unmg.., suD~ect tocaveat: . . . . . . .  
For. the moment, unless the federal ringleaders, one of them from North Bay, They came ~cn ..me x~o.rauontor.ou ~u~ stm t.ne nauves anu meir rag city 
government has the brains and guts to. the others from Ottawa, Toronto and the anti gas m me .arcu.c antime reanzauon ramea| leaaers nave the Mackenziebasin 
l-~ ore their uni uel werful if small,'-West Coast, and of the native ff well- that~vtththehe|potmenauvesmeycoma awash in a flood of so-called "land 
io[og~y, they areq~n {he'way ~ shut.tin.g meaningchurchmen,, who.~aye them aid cuttlmmselves abi~ p l~e o f~e act ion . "  claims." 
i~/~ down further develo ment of Canaan's in the name of goouwm mwarus our Tnat vast tuna ma~ nan neen ox nu Meanwhile, it's nothing but the best of 
o.~ u . , . ! ,~  ~"~ Arctic res°urces' P Indiun brothers." p..arucul, r value before, the en,rg_y the good life for the Marxists as.with tbe 
The hilariously lamentable thing about Most of them were exiles from the New mscoveries now was prmeiesa as a sliekeet publicity machine ver fashioned, 
.... v it all is that this "coup" against Canada's Democratic Party, banned because they roadblock across the corridor from the they conspire with continuing success to 
. energy future was financed by the federal went far beyond the leftward extreme Arctic to the markets of the South, lock up the Arctic. 
"Is this your first blind date?" , , 
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.Barnes-led' AIs march past Riders 
OI~TAWA (cP) -- Joe Barnes made 
believers of,25,280 Ottawa fans 
Wednesday as he led Montreal 
Alouettes to a 9.7-17 Eastern Football 
Conference victory over defending 
Grey Cup champion Ottawa Rough 
Riders.. 
Barnes was considered a question 
mark in many minds having taken 
over as first-string Montreal. 
qu~terhac.k from veteran Sonny 
Wad e , relegated to backup and 
punting cnores. 
Besides turning in a strong running 
game B~nes, making his first EFC 
start in two years with Montreal, 
threw a sevenyard touchdown pass t 
all-stsr tight end Peter Della Riva 
and handed off to running back Andy 
EXPOS LOSE 
Hopkins for a three:yard Alouettes 
scores before carrying five yards 
himself late in the final quarter to nip 
an ottawa resurgence• 
KicRer Don Sweet converted the 
three Montreal touchdowns and 
kicked field goals of 37-and 29-yards. 
Ottawa Larry Cates scored for 
Ottawa on a five-yard pass krem Tom 
Clements and running back Mike 
Murphy cracked over from the two- 
yard line. Gerry Organ converted 
both touchdowns and kinked a 32-yard 
field goal to open the second quarter. 
ALS EXPLODED 
After a scoreless first quarter, the 
Alouettes exploded with two 
touchdowns anda Swest field g0al to 
Rogers fails 
to notch no. 10 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  
Dave Parker's two- run  
double highlighted a five- 
run seventh inning that 
propel led P i t t sburgh  
Pirates to a 6-1 victory over 
Montreal Expos in a 
National League baseball 
game W ,e~esday night. 
Parker s hit greeted 
reliever Will McEnaney 
~tfter Renaie Stennett and 
Phil Garner nicked Expos 
starter Steve Rogers, 9-8, 
for run-scoring singles. 
When Ed Ott followed with a 
single, the llth hit off 
toRogers, McEnaney came in 
Surrender Parker's blow 
and an RBI double by Bill 
Robinson. 
Pirates starter John 
take a 17-3 lead into thelecker room at 
half t ime.  
Barnes showed skill and daring in 
T~iding the Als in the second quarter. 
ey were assisted b~/ a series of 
costly Ottawa penaltses, including 
three that kept a 20-play drive going 
for Montreal which culminated in the 
Hopkins touchdown• 
Tbe Rider defence tightened 
considerabls in the second half as 
halftime alterations closed off 
Barnes' running routes. 
Hepicked up 77 yards running in the 
fh'st half, but turned to Hopkins and 
rooie John O'Leary in the final 30 
minutes and the duo completely 
mezmerized the Ottawa defence. 
The Riders had two touchdowns 
a 6-0 verdict over Houston ,to the left side with one out. 
Astros on June 21, the same Rogers sacrificed him to 
day Candelaria beat San second but Dave Cash flied 
Diego Padres 9-2 for his last out. 
victory, i 
The Pirates took a 1-0lead 
in the first inning, 
manufacturing a run after a .  
leadoff infield single by 
Garner. He stole, second, 
advanced to third on a 
ground ball by Ott and 
scored on another infield out 
by Parker. 
The Expos tied it in the 
second on Gary Carter's 
14th home run of the season 
leading off the inning. After 
Cromartie grounded out, 
Sam Medias ingled but Pete 
Mackunm hit into a double 
Candclaria, 9-3, limited the play to end the inning. 
Expos to four hits before The Pirates had runners 
leaving with a slight back at first and second after two 
sprain after issuing a one- outs in the top of the second 
out walk to Warren Cro- on consecutivesingles by
martie in the seventh Kent Stennett and Frank Toreros 
Tekulve finished u~ and before Rogers fanned 
^...~.~ ,., ~ .... th sav~-e , Candelaria. ~ 
~I&i I~ ' IA  ~ . & v u ~ ,  . " "  " "~ ' '  ' r 
Rogers failed~f0r the f i f th . .The  Expos got.a ran~ 
straight start in search of lntohsconngp°smon ~_~.ne. 
his lOth victory of the .... ,:_~?'_'~a~inf~e~d~s~n'~e 
season. He has not won since reacnea on a . s, 
White Sex--beat 
Blue Jays, 6-3 
first of four runs in the first 
inning off loser Bill Singer, 
2-8, following a double by 
Ralph Gaff. Richie Zisk 
singled to score 0rta. 
After Gamble doubled, 
two more runs scgred when 
Jim Speneer's fly ball fell 
safely when Toronto centre 
fielder Bob Bailer and right 
fielder Otto Velez collided. 
Toronto cut the lead to 4-3 
in the fifth on runs-seoring 
singles by A1 Woods and 
Bailer anda throwingerror. 
Gamble's 17th homer of 
the season made it 5-3 in the 
Sixth and his 18th made it 6-3 
in the eighth. 
1 
CHICAGO (AP) -- Oscar 
Gamble belted apair of solo 
home runs, a double and a 
single and Jor~e Orta 
slugged a run-scoring Iriple 
to power Chicago White Sex 
to a 6-3 victory over Toronto 
Blue Jays in the first game 
of their twinight American 
League doubleheader 
Wednesday. 
Chris Knapp, 8-4, was the 
winner although he yieldeu 
seven hits and three runs in 
5 I-3 innings. Bert Johnson 
pitched the f inal 3 2-3 
innings and gained his 
second save of the season. 
Orta's triple drove in the 
I 
HURLERS 
called back-one a 7G-yard pass-and- 
run play from Clements to t i~t end 
Tony Gabriel in the first quarmr ana 
the other inthe dying moments of the 
game when Clements threw deep into 
the end zone to wide receiver Jeff 
Avery. 
Alouette defensive back Randy 
Rhino picked off two Clements passes 
and almost broke open a kickoff 
return in the third quarter when he 
fielded it near his own goal line, cut 
straight up the field only to he stopped 
by the last Ottawa defender at centre 
field. 
Montreal had 24 first downs and a 
net offefk of 313 yards-- 254 yards on 
the ground and 95 in the air. Ottawa 
had20 first downs and a net offence of 
I 
NEW YORK (AP)  - -  
Starter Rick Reusehel and 
reliever Bruce Suttor of 
Chicago Cubs have been 
named to the Nationat 
League all-star baseball 
team by manager Sparky 
Anderson. 
The two Cub hurlers will 
be joined by Joaquin 
Andujar of Houston Astros,_ 
John Candelaria st 
Pittsburgh Pirates, G.a.ry 
Lavelle of San l~rancmco 
Giants, Steve Carlton of 
Philadelphia Phiilies, Tom 
Seaver of Anderson's 
Cincinnati Reds and Don 
Sutton of Los Angeles 
364 yards--299 of that on the passing 
of Clements. 
LED RUSHERS 
Barnes was the leading Montreal 
rusher, gaining 106 yards on eight 
earries. He also completed nine of 17 
passes attempted, n 
Dally Rive caught four of his passes 
for 60 yards to lead Montreal 
receivers. 
For Ottawa, Murphy, Canadian 
rookie running hack, gamed 44 yards 
on 11 carries, Clements was good on 
18 of 29 pass attempts with Gabriel the 
leading Ottawa receiver with nine 
catches for 163 yards. 
Avery who has taken over Ottawa 
punting chores this year kicked five 
for an average of 49 yards, well ahead 
of Wade who had a 39-yard average on 
nine rants. 
Cafes, who Ottawa has been 
countingon to replace all-star 
running back Art Green, excited the 
specta[ors by returning kickoffs .and 
punts. His fancy stopping 
manoeuvres gaining 119 yards on nine 
runbacks. 
Ottawa gave up the ball twice 
through interceptions and fumbled it 
away three times while Monu'em 
turned the ball over only'once--on a 
fumble. 
Montreal was assessed 129 yards in 
penalties while the Riders were 
fingered for 100 yards. 
Dodgers when the NL takes leagues in ERA with 1.15 
on the American l.e.ague and has appeared in 44 of 
Tuesday night at .Yankee Chicago's 84 games. 
Stadium in New Yorg. While both Reuschel and 
A big right-hander, Sutter will be making their 
Reusehel has posted a fn'st appearance in an all- 
sparkling 12-3 record, bes. t star'game, Seaver has been 
in the major leagues, while named to the NL squad for 
compiling a 2.08 earned-run the 10th time. He has struck 
average. He was named NL out 13 hatters in the l0 
pitcher of the month for innings he has worked. 
June and has recorded a Scarer, 9-5, was traded to 
save in his only Cincinnati by Now york 
relief, all) .p.earance. . Meis last month. He has 
In relief, Sutter has won struck out 106 batters in 138 
five while losing one and innings while walking only 
recordin~ 23 saves, to~ in  35. 
the majors. The right- Others newcomers to the 
hander also leads both allstar team are Andujar, 
AFTER ONE YEAR ABSENCE 
Candelaria nd Lavelle. 
Andujar, a right.hander, 
has become a favorite in 
Houston where he has 
posted a 9-5 record. As a 
rookie last year, Andu~ 
defeated the World Seri~ 
champ!on Reds three time 
in a zow. ~=~ 
C, andelaria has a record~M 
eight victories in II 
dec is ions  for  P i t t sburgb .  
The six-footseven left- 
bander holds several NL 
cbampionship series strike- 
out reoeras. * 
San Francisco's Lavelle 
the left-handed reliever on 
the team. 
I 
Canada re'turns to amateur baseball 
01"rAWA (CP) - -  Canada Paul. Lavigne, executive 
is returning to international director of ~the Canadian 
amateur  baseba l l  Federation of Amateur 
Competition after a one-year Baseball said Wednesday. 
absence and will send a 
;team to the Intercontinental. Lavigne said funds were 
Cup • tournament in the mainnproblem in last 
Nicaragua in November, year's decision not to 
participate in the 31-team 
BIRD/S 
'GROUNDED 
DETROIT (AP) --  Mark 
(The Bird) Fidrych won't be 
talking to any all-star 
baseballs this year. 
What he calls a "tired 
arm" appears certain to 
keep him out of the all-star 
game, to be played next 
Tuesday night in New 
York's Yankee Stadium. 
tournament. In 1975 Canada 
finished fifth behind Cuba, 
Japan, the United States 
and Nicaragua• 
The tournament began in 
1972. 
Lavi~ne said the the 
federation will hold a news 
conference" in  Montreal 
Saturday to make the 
official announcement 
following an executive 
board meeting. 
Other annotmcements ex- 
pected are: 
--An agreement with 
Montreal Expos and 
Toronto Blue Jays, 
Canada's two major pro. 
fessional baseball teams, to 
provide technical and 
~oiipsibly financial aid for the 
to Nicaragua. . 
--The names oz coacnes 
for Team Canada, the name 
chosen for the squad, a chef 
de mission to accompany 
the team and the dates of the 
dates of the tournament. 
--Outline of a trip to Cuba 
to'play various club teams 
andconduct a raining camp 
in preparation for the Cup 
piny. A team from Cuba 
played nine games in 
,National cycling team 
loses to West Germans 
I 
VIENNA (CP) -- Despite the setback, the' The outcome gave 
Canada's 4,-000-metre four- Canadians and. their Canadian cyclists seventh 
seed in next year's 
championships being staged 
in the United States. 
Fidrych pitched to only four Toronto Blue Jays man pursuit team lost its coaches were delighted with 
battersin the .o]poning inning quarter-final matchup to a the results. It was the first 
at Tiger Stedmm Tues.day. powerful West German time a Canadian pursuit 
night before he signaueu quartet Wednesday night at team had reached the The West Germans, 
that he was having arm the world junior cycling quarter-finals in any world ranked No. 9. on the strength 
troubles, championships, cycling competition, of, their performance 
against he Canadians and 
Manager Ralph Houk, -- - - .  , - -, - - in earlier preliminary 
who took Fidrych out immediately,,, said later the Official on the  field .un  are the only team 
itcher had a slight mdscle ott . given an outside chance by P . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  HAMILTON (CP) --Sc . Tuesday night at Ivor observers here of upsetting 
till on tne slue ol the right P~0ulder in a lace not McBrien had been around Wynne Stadium in the East Germany. 
s • . P ,. football most of his life, but E a s t e r n F o o t b a 11 "I'm proud of the teamlt't 
usuall too uangerous " - ~n h mcian" Dr when the young Toronto Conference season opener declared ceach Brry Lyce 
Tea P Y ". ,_ ; official finally made his first between the Ticats and of Vancouver• "It was their 
f i r s t  in ternat iona l  Clarence Livmgston ecnoeu ,,.^ j : . . . . .~:~i ,, official pro appearance it Toronto Argonauts• 
"'Z~.aw"=.m; . . .  ~i(,~/as almost oo much It lasted less than a. competition and they did 
e ' iu rycn  s suuaen '  ';,'Mcn~.,n fon of the late - .  -,~- , better than any Canadian 
~p.~.tur. e from the g an}.e; "!~rry"McBrien, Grey Cup q~0rk~g' as a field judge, team bas ever donebofore." 
wmen me Tigers evenmany - -  ' '" n ~ d Co0rdinat0r~ and a he got caught in a Hamilton In the 70-kilometre road won 2 ~ a parenuy e ae • , " ,  P . . . . . .  comnetent officialin his own sweep and When the ensuing 
his cnanees t pitching m the all star "ame The righ[,-finally ~t  a f_iel~Job' pileup near the Toronto race Wednesday, Canada 
" .~ .  • . in the Canadian Foocoall benchcleared, McBrienwes w/m19thoverallwitha~ne 
ztchers are to ne namea P" . . League this season on the ground in obvious of one hour, 41 minutes, 59.7 
today and it haa 'neen "• • seconds .  The East . . . . . .  Groomed for the big move pam. Germans, who dominated tea me crowa pmasmg . . . .  "--- by working the sidelines at He was taken to Hamilton these events. 
u~ra woma De se~ecmu ' h~bztion • ' Toronto s Ex " " General Hospital wnere me 
Canada last xear, winning 
them all. 
--Unveiling a new 
federation logo showing a 
hitter outlined in green 
against a red maple leaf 
with Baseball Canaoa 
NHL PLA YOFFS 
UNDERGO CHANGE ' 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The': Thatmbant~anehu ...... "~ 
National Hockey League New York Rangers, playing 
board of governors voted in the highly-oompetitlve 
Wednesday to change the Patrick Division, did not 
Stanley Cup playoff system qualify for the playoffs :.~ 
effective next spring• while finishing with mm'e ; 
Under the new format, the points than the top three 
two clubs in each division teams in the Smythe  
will qualify for the playoffs Division, who all gained 
along with the next four playoff berths• 
clubs with the highest point 
totals. 
The first-place finishers The new playoff format 
will each get a bye from the did not contain any 
best-ofthree preliminary p r o v i s i o n s f o r 
rounds as has been the case accommodation of clubs ' 
during the last three from the World Hockey - 
seasons. Association, who could he " 
The last three years, the part of the NHL next fall-- • 
top three finishers in each playing in their own . 
division qualified for the separate division--if the 
playoffs• NHL decides to expand. : 
FOR INFORMATION 
a PmZe LIST EVENTS 
BOX 955 ~ 
PRllU~E GEORGE B.C. 
563.8805 
EXHIBITION PARK 
PRINCE GEORGE B.C. 
,:1212 KAkUM Jlr., 
, lrBRRACli 
TERRACE DALLY  HERALD 
must havedrivers fie. 
APPLY  IN  P i l l iON TO 
Terrace Dai ly  Herald [ 
sala f plus ¢ommlsd  I 
urea  smpeu, NTwoT nSm--AU 
fo r  
, MALESPER$O  
TELEPHONE: 
2809 Kalum Street 
Terre~. s. O. 
79,o "FOR'~.O~'RACTOR AND "OMH USE 
W170 Oel. 6 oLIMIn.  
1395°  
W 240 Oel. 101A oz.IMIn. 
, .o 179  5° 
ELECTRIC 
PAINT SPRAYER8 
W320 DM. 11V4 oLIMIn.  
Aug !1, 12, 13, & 14, 1977 
PRINCE GEORGE 
EXHIB IT ION 
DUDLEY, Mass• (AP) -- Joe Namath, preparin~ to 
leave his s~mmer football camp here and report to 
Los Angeles Rams on Friday, has not thrown, a foot: 
ball for 12 days because st a rio injury anti sees noz 
knowwhen he will be able to throw again. 
Namath tore a muscle on his left side below his 
ribcage almost wo weeks ago, when he didn't stretch 
his muscles before starting to throw. 
, 11177 
across the bottom in black 
letters• 
Lavigne would not 
elaborate on details because 
there are still several 
decisions to be made at the 
meeting Saturday. 
II 
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NOTHING FINAL 
WHA-NHL pact 
only a concept  
TORONTO (CP) - -  The 
National Hockey League's 
expansion fact-finding 
committee still has some 
work to do and there will be 
no final decision this week 
on accommodation f teams 
from the World Hockey 
Association. 
• "We had hoped by this 
time to have.the necessary 
documents, the applications 
and all of the work that 
would be necessary to 
consider going through with 
theproposal on expansion," 
said John A. Ziegler, 
president-elect of the NHL 
after a one-hour meeting 
with the league's governors 
and the NHL Players' 
Association Wednesday. 
"Because of the breadth 
and length of the legalities 
and the work that had to be 
done, we were not in a 
position to. process 
applications. As a matter of 
fact, they are just now being 
finalizedto be delivered. 
"We were not in a position 
to discuss with the player# 
on a meaningful basis the 
question of any 
amendments to the cdlec- 
ve bargaining agreement 
' the event " ~)f an 
expansion." 
REFUSES TO GUESS 
Ziegler refused to guess 
when a final derision will be 
made. 
The board and the players 
met separately Wednesday 
morning and again after 
their joint meeting 
adjourned. 
The queshon will not be 
finalized in Toronto," 
Ziegler said. He would not 
say how long the NHL is 
willing to wait for 
applications. 
The NHL board of 
governors voted in Chicago 
last month to have its fact- 
finding committee negotiate 
with WHA teams to expand 
the NHL by not fewer than 
six WHA teams for the 1977- 
78 season. 
While admitting there 
might be some difficulties, 
Z ieg le r  expressed  
confidence at the time that a 
decision on the question 
would be made at these 
meetings. 
"We passed a resolution 
calling for a proposal to 
expand which called for a 
submission of applications 
by present members of the 
World Hockey Association," 
Ziegler added. 
"There were also a 
number of conditions 
attached to that . . ,  and we 
are working on seeing tha.t 
those conditions are iul- 
filled. 
EXAMINE DOCUMENTS 
"There are documents 
$2-MILLION SUIT 
and materials that must be 
delivered and examined by 
our lawyers and 
accountants. We do not have 
a complete application, or 
did nothave as of yesterday, 
but we will probably have 
that by the time we leave 
here." 
The applications from the 
individtml WHA clubs will 
be examined and a vote will 
be taken on .whether to 
admit he teams. 
Ziegler said the expansion 
of the NHL could take place 
without a renegotiation of 
the current collective 
bargaining agreement with 
the players. 
A unanimous vote is 
needed to make changes in 
the agreement and Los 
Angeles Kings,, Boston 
Bruins and Toronto Maple 
Leafs all indicated here that 
they would oppose any 
changes, apparently feeling 
they Can effectively block 
any accommodation of WHA 
teams. 
Alan Eagleson, executive- 
director of the players' 
group, agreed the NHL 
could go ahead with the 
expansion without the 
players' consent. But the 
players had not decided 
what to do if the league 
expands without consulting. 
them. 
l / j  
HARDWARE STORES 
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To football coach, 11 ++ ShT°noPwght 
Atkinson a criminal 
He agreed the Blount blow 
Was a wilful rule violation 
and said that that would 
make Blount part of the 
criminal element he 
mentioned. 
'~He denied .brandihg 
Atkinson with his remarks 
'and said, "I don't brand 
anybody, their actions 
brand themselves." 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- 
Coach Chuck Nail of 
P i t tsburgh Steelers  
repeated and clarified 
Wednesday his comments 
that George Atkinson of. 
Oakland Raiders was,partof 
a criminal element in 
professional football. 
Nail, testifying during the 
third day of Atkinson's $2- 
million slander suit, said 
Raider defensive back Jack 
Tatum and Steeler 
defensive back Mel Blount 
fit in that category occa- 
sionally. 
Later, under questioning 
by lawyer Dan Mason, Nail 
testified that Steelers 
defensive players Glen 
Edwards and Joe Greene 
also freight be considered 
criminal elements for cer- 
tain acts they committed on 
the football field. 
Nail also was asked about 
a $1-million counterclaim 
the Steelers have filed 
against Atkinson for injuries 
Swann suffered when he was 
hit from behind. The 
counterclaim alleges a pre- 
determined plan to mmm 
and injure Swarm. 
Noll said the Steeler suit 
was "a legal play--we don't 
want anything from George 
Atkinson." 
However, he added that he 
I I 
:. Wheel of Fr. Giant 
i It's Anyl:mly's 
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game last September. 
Noll testified Wednesday 
that he believes there is a 
criminal element in football 
"in the sense (that) there 
are people who wantonly 
brealc:the:mles.' ~ ' :.:'~ :.
INCLUDES ATKINSON 
"In my view, that is 
anyone who breaks the roles 
or has a wanton disregard 
for the rules. In that sense, 
George Atkinson falls into 
that category as do a 
number of other people." 
Nail said players who 
display "an utter disregard 
for the rules when playing 
against us would include 
Tatum., 
Later, Noll was 
questioned by Mason about 
a play .in the September 
game tn which Blount 
hammered Raider receiver 
Cliff Branch. 
s , :00 Shbot For 
: 15 The Stars 
:30 Chloo And 
I I I :45 TheMAn 
I ~I~ :00 Hollywood / : IS Squares ::~ Days Of 
I ~ Our Lives 
I I 
I :00 Days Of 
: lS Our Lives 
:30 The Doctors 
I I :45 The Doctors 
2 110~ Another World 
Another 
~45 World 
Atkinson sued for Nail said it was "an act we was convinced that Atkinson 
Pittsburghdamages aft r Nail .told do not to le ra te " repor ters  that h  , intended to maim Swann. ' 4~ I 11~ 3:00 M°vle:peace Is 
was part of a criminal : ; i i ~.~,.-Our 
element infootballandhad A m e r i c a n  s w i m m e r s  Profession 
tried to maim Steeler re- t~o_vle 
ceiver Lynn Swann in a Na- ~ Movie 




scores were Uruguuy 61, 
Venezuela 49; Australia 59, 
Greece 42; Argentina 74, 
Mexico 55. 
Fast mile 
WARSAW,  Poland (AP) 
-- Olympic champion John 
Walker of New Zealand ran 
the fastest 1,500 metres in 
the world this year 
Wednesday, winning the 
race in three minutes, 34.6 
seconds at an international 
track and field meet. 
Walker also won the 1,500 
metre at the Montreal 
Olympics last year. 
Beszdes Walker, United 
States and New Zealand 
athletes dominated the 
meet. 
American Tom Woods 
won the high jump with a 
leap of seven feet, 4½ 
inches. Eight competitors 
cleared 17-8z/~ in the pole 
vault, which was won by 
Wladyslaw Kozakiewicz of 
Poland at 18-01/2. 
Mark Enyeart of the U.S. 
won the 800 metres in 1:46.5 
ahead of Poland's Marian 
Gesicki, who was second, 
and Sammy Kiprugut of 
Kenya, both of whom were 
clocked in 1:46.8. 
Dick Quax of New 
Zealand, the world record 
holder in the 5,000 metres, 
won the event in a 
comparatively slow time nf 
13:50.7. 
! .  
'! 
- ,+ /  . 
+ . 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Vancouver Canucks 
announced Wednesday the 
signing of goaltender 
Murray Bannerman to a 
National Hockey League 
contract. 
A club spokesman said no 
details were available. 
Bannerman, 21, was taken 
in the fourth round of the 
NHL amateur draft last 
month after ecording a 4.03 
gcoals-against average with 
Victoria Cougars of the 
Western • Canada Hockey 
League. 
The Canucks also drafted 
goaltender Glen Hanlon of 
Brandon Wheat Kings of the 
WCHL in the third round 
and previously had put 
goaltender Blaine Peterson 
of New Westminster B uins 
of the WCHL on their 
negotiation list. 
General manager Jake 
Milford recently said the 
contracts of minor-league 
goaltenders Bruce Bullock 
and Dan Brady, both owned 
by the Canucks, would not 
be renewed. 
Vancouver went with 
veteran Cesare Maniago 
and rookie Curt Ridley in 
goal last season. 
TEL AVIV (AP) -- United 
State~ swimmers picked up 
four o~ the first five gold 
medals in the 10th 
Macca 'b iah  Games  
Wednesday, setting meet 
records in all four events. 
Lance Michaelis won the 
first gold of the Jewish 
Olympics, taking the 100- 
metres breaststroke with a 
time of one minute and 6.62 
seconds, 4.2 seconds faster 
than the old record. 
In the next race, the 
women's 100 freestyle, 
Helen Plachshinsky of 
Mexico beat back a 
challenge by Americans 
Wendy Weinberg and Donna 
Goldbloom to win the gold in 
1: 01.45. 
The American men main- 
tained their sweep in the 100 
backstroke when Mark 
Heinrich beat Sergial 
Reitzfeld of Brazil. The 
winning time was 1:00.57. 
• Victor Ivry of Montreal was 
third in 1:00.87. 
In the women's 200 
butterfly, Wei.nberg was an 
easy winner m a time of 
2:20.80. Her compatriot, 
Norma Barton, came in 
second and Italy's 
Allessandra Belleli took the 
bronze. 
The day's swimming 
ended with the 800 freestyle 
relay, which the United 
States won in a record time 
of 7:59.07. Israel was second 
and BraZil third. 
The American basketball 
team trounced Colombia 
108-32. The other basketball 
5p.m. to 
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LTD 635-6576 | 4606 LAZELLE AVE ~~~ 
Store Hours: Tues to Sat. 9a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. ,,,,o,,, 
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::The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
~.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
:~ ~ Phone 635-6357- Terrace 
'~!, ! Phone 632-5706 
Kltlmat 
~Subscrlptlon rates: Single Copy 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars (¢1.00). 
:Yearly by mall in Canada 
• $40.00;.. Senlor Citizens 820.00 
per year. 
~Y~erly by mall outside Canada 
:~1.00, 
Authorized as second class mall 
,:by the Post Office Deportment, 
Ottawa end for paymem m 
• ~p0stage In cassh,. 
aass|fleds due 24 hours prior to 
.dtsl(red ay of publication. $2.00 
~f~. first 20 words, 10 cents each 
~w~rdlthereaner. NO remnos on 
i~lasslfled ads. " 
1. Coming Events 
~',;:~ ~... 
,!Weisild Watchers meeting held 
.~ery~Tuesday af 7 p.m. at the. 
Kl!OX United Church Hall, 4907 
i~zel!e ;Avenue. 
~e~rrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
• Will •commence play each 
::Tuesday night at 7: 30. Play wl~ 
be in room 4, Caledonia HIg 
School. All bridge players are 
invited to attend. For part- 
itership or Information phone 
~15-73~. (CTF) 
:-rhornhlll Calorie Counters 
:meet every Tuesday, Thornhill 
,EleMentary School, 7:18 p.m. 
New,members welcome from 
;T~irrace and Thornhllll. 
~ 
~yal Orde~of Moose Lodge No. 
|820, :Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
~id , evory 2nd and Mh Thur. y!every month at 8 p.m. ~ or~ 638-~L (df) 'L , 
~:,~ INCHESAWAYCLU6 
~,ot, every Tuesday night at 8 
Inthe/Skeena Ht)aith Unit. For 
'more:" Intormation phone 635- 
12847 ,or 635.3023. 
'~B.C.~Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Denations may be 
islmt~to Terrace Unit, Boc 22, 
Terrace, B.C. 
, :  ~ r 
':~:~i Nermode Four Wheelers 
~ lngs  1st Wednesday of each 
L~On~,ot 8 p.m. in the meeting 
~ t  |he Sandmen inn. For 
~t2hM PIhformatlon phone 635-: 
Meeting Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple; - 
d. and Fourth Monday of 
i::~.:, ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
;i:Mooday, Thurs., Saturday. 
: Phone 
' "" 638.1021 . 
"":~ 635.7595 
• !i'3. Personal 
iTo Laurence Brown formerly of 
Hazelfon-Terrace area: 
:!i:;W0uId you Immediately 
~tact  Laura Yochlm, 
~nlstry of Human Resources, 
~:~Lakelse Ave., Terrace; 
8~C.:concerning that urgent 
~.'~fler of your child, Robert 
I~r~dell Brown. BD August 12, 
(c-,,s,9) . 
!~; ~usiness Personal ~ , 
~":~' ' . ' . t 
Wobb Rolrl|oration ,~, 
;:' 4623 S 635-2188 
~I ' ' Au(horlzed 
| Service Depot 
| Repairs to Refrlgera|ors 
: iFreezers, Washers, Dryers, 
]::iCtf): And Ranges I 
19. Help Wanted 
I I I  I I I  
TAx, OR,V RS 
Full tlme, part time. Class 4 
llcence and police permlt 
requlred. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi • 635.2242. (ctf) 
~.. , '. ~ Damaged roof rack 
li!i + 6EIIEIIAL I 2.Usedtoped,c-- 
i: Camp stove 
Used trailer hitches 
i iii :0AIlU, ElmI  I Fender t°w mlrr°rssthPropanewheel toWhater pkg.
I::':: :' Low Rates t Oil heater 
Job. too blg or small, free| Boat steering wheel & control 
lesflmates on remodelllng,| Mlsc.'plumblng supplys 
Irooflng, porches, slding,I 1 set Camper locks 
IPa]nting, spraytex ceiling. | 1969 Ford Fair Whh. $500 
!1 ! , Plheme635.4094 I .1973To~/°ta Coupe $1200 • 
IAsk for John after 6 p.m. (ctf) I 1967 GMC Pickup $700 , , ,975 Chevelle COUI~ S3200 
,, • , 1978 Datsun B210 $2450 
:; K ILGREN EXCAVATING 
Small ~t  work, 420JD. Land- 
~ceplng, backfilling, stump 
~mogal,  .clearing. Truck, 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat. 
deck, 20' tandem axle trailer. 
(l~hcffope635.3112. Ask for Wayne. 
( : )  
ii!:'i: ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. " 
.Ci'~ss A Electrical Contracting. !
F,,ree Estimates. Phone 63s.5s76 
&~138.1231. (d f )  
33. For Sale - Misc. 48. Suites for Rent. 57. Automobiles 68. Legal 
I _ [ . . . .  II I I  IB I ~ I _ ' 
Instant Printing Suites for rent: Like new two. Tru(~k for Sol'e: 1973 V= ton OFFERSFORVEHICLES 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the 
~mS:  (ctf)Ph°ne 6354535. 3238 
ii : AB'E ELEC'rR'C LTO. 
R~frlgeratlve contractlng and 
hou~hold repairs. Phone 635. 
SIT(or 631.1231. (ctf) 
bedroom fully furnished house heavy duty Chev -,4 speed trens, OFFERS: Plalnlymerkedon GIBSON 
and PhOto Copy|.g,.  trailer. Noantmals, noslngles, geodrunnlngordor, goodtlres, drafts 
, . . r . . ,o+o+,n- -o ro . , , , .  +.c , .n  . . , ,  . . . r  . + . t  "'. .,""'"w,,, . --,v-'+"* +'  *," Liberal blocks from school. Phone 635- 635-2993. undersigned, on an Individual or 
Totem Press & Stationery 2482 or view at 3347 Kofoed. (C. (p.$,9) lot basis, upto3:00p.m., August 
WAIITE|:  , .o A ~k.,ee Ave. 7,,,,) Phone 635.7412. Car for Sale: 1968 Chrysler 5, 1977 for the following which 
anti confhcts l pp l i  end located "a,  Is and where Is'" ;-  ante  (CTF) For Rent: 1 fully furnished Newport . Everything power, may or.may not be cometic,. bachelor suite, Including all windows, brakes, steering, . clean, good condition $400. v~.~l~ at the Ministry of Highways i 
For Sale: Tappan electric utilities and cable vision. 2 Hazelfon, B.C.: 
1970 International 4-ton Dump legislation Toohnioian renoe Eye level oven with 4 Blocks from centre of town. after 6 p.m. at 635-2993. (,.8,9) Yard, burner retractable on lazy Phone 635-2819 or 635.6672 (p- 
susan metal" stand. $75 or 8,9) I -69  Chev Tanem-Dump wlthCab, Chass l sandBox-bOXl i f t  cylinder missing . Nk)clel 
Required immediately, closest offer. .Call 635.2993 after • " - Truck, $4,700. 1 - 72 Chev 1700, Ref. No.S-4196 
6; (p:8,9) Tandem Dump Truck, S7,503. 1 19S6 Chevrolet 4-ton, Model 
Exce l lent  company CEDAR PLACE 73 Chov Tandem Dump Truck, 1953, c.w Balblrnle C¥ane,. VICTORIA (CP) - -  employees must declare 
benefits, competit ive Ceramic Lovers APARTMENTS $8,000. 1 . 74 Chev Tandem Reference No.S.1355. Liberal leader Gordon their economic interests and 
salary. Apply t~: For Sale: ~ Dump Truck, $9,200. 1.73 Ford 1969 Fargo, 3/4.ton 6.man Gibson beat Municipal  it  restricts them from 
Greenware 4931 Walsh Avenue ,/2 ton truck, $2,200. Ovlafl Crew Cab, Model D200, Affairs Minister Hugh obtaining a job for •.ree 
Bisquedelves.readytopalnt Suite113 Trucking & Co., 30 Merged, ReferenceNo.S-3703. Manager at Sears custom firing to 27" Kitlmat. (C-7,8,9,10) To view or for further in- Curtis to the punch  )re, an  in a business ~nere 
Hobby Hut Terrace, B.C. formation, contact the Weditesday by introd,cing they could usa confidential 
4816 Lazelle 3936 McNeil St. For Sale: 1964 Plymouth 2 dr. Mechanic Foreman, Ministry of coaflict~)f-interest informaUon gained while 
63§4§41 1 to 8 p.m. weekdays. (P- 635-7056 super stock, stock car. Ex. Highways, Hazetton, B.C., legislation in the British Co- employed by the 
5,6,8,10) - New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites Police Patrol Cat. Phone 638. telephone 842.53~. iumbia legislature, government.. " " " h" 
for rent. Fridge, stove, 3384 after  5 p.m. (P- Llcences end registrations Curtis had said Tu.esda.~. Curtis had said ulat is 
Carpenter to work on house For Sale, weaner pigs. 635.2603. drapes, carpet, rec area, 7,8,9,10,11,12,13) are not Included. 
extension. Must have roofing (ctf) sauna and pool table, with Offers must be accompanied that the Social Cremt legislaUon wo.ld not be so 
security enterphone and Truckforsale: 1974GMC Safari by a certified cheque or money government was preparing rigid that it would shut out 
experience. Phone &lS-7Sl~ (P- For Sale top soil and sawdust, elevator. Absolutely no pets. Grand. 454 Power steering, order made payable to the conflict-of-i~terest many people who could 
power brakes, custom cab, tilt Minister of Finance for 10 legislation that would cover contribute to local 
7,8,9) Call 635-2603. Ask for Kevln. (ctf) i steering wheel, radio, tape percent of the bid. If the suc- all elected officials at the government. 
Hospital Accountants are (ctf) deck, heavy duty suspentlon, cessful bidder subsequently Gibson said that his bill 
needed. Should have general S22,000mllesPhone638-4246.(C- withdraws his offer, the 2" Reled lumber. 820 per I J 10 local level, plus municipal 
accounting administration, thousand board ft. only. Price t 01 inton  Manor  | 7,8,9,10,111 percent payment shall be liable and regional distr ict  imposes fines of up to $25,000 
~alar~( Is negotiable. Apply at employees. He did not say for a violation. ~lllsMemorlal. (C-7,8,9,I0 Skeena Forest Products. (clf) IFurnlshedorunfurnlshedstudlo| to forfeiture. , Ior 1 bedroom apartments. | For Sale: 1965 Chrysler. In top The highest or any offer will whoa the legislation would " I  hope that no one is ever 
For some real bargalns In used isecurlty enterphone. Phone I condition. Complotelypowered. not necessarlly be accepted, but be ready, " charged under the act 
women's, and children's • Can be seen at 5021 Halllwell or the bearer of a successful bid Gibson introduced a because I hope the mer~ 
existence of the act wil Wi l l  ~ clothing, household Items and I | Phono63 l . (P.6,7,8,910) wltlberequlredtopayfheS.S, private members bill 
toys see the selection at fhe Tax. Wednesday which would make them think twice 
Experl.encod Dining Room Kltimat Workshop at 66O W. I I 1962 Ford Pickup, Good 
Waitresses;. ' Columbia St. at Rlverlodge. (ctf) condition, Phone 635-4338. (,,'If A.W. Cherlton, CHAIRMAN impose st~ fines on public before they abuse 
and Open,  9 to 4 week- ~ mf) Purchasing Commission, officials and municipal ~ confidential information 
Experienced Bartender days...donatlons welcomed. Parliament Buildings, provincial governmenlJ rather than after, when it is 
Part-time Cocktail Waitress (df) employees who get involved" too late," the' Liberal eader Apply 635.9161oollect. 2 Bedroom apt. with trig. and For Sale: Toyota six cylinder F Victoria, B.C. 
For Interview For' Sale: 2 - 10 speed bikes, 1 stove, electric heat. Free Series. Recond. head. com, in conf l ictof- interest said in a news release. plete with starter, corb alter. ADNO.41-1977-78 
Bevarlaa Inn men's, 1 ladles.. AlSo S eledric laundryfacllltles. No pets. 3145 hater. Headers, A1 "shape. June ~, 19T/ situations. Gibson introduced the bill 
4332 L~akelse heating pads, 2 custom gas River Dr. 635.6445 (CTF) Made an offer. 633-9541 after 6 (C-10) The bill a]soprovides that after he outlined to the 
Terrace tanks for Ford pickup I~, T 1972 all public officials and legislature a case where the 
(c-8,9,10]~ 4x4 For with power take off For Rent: Furnished One p.m. (C.5,6,7,8,9) former president of the 
winch. 635-3981 after 5 bedroom duplex at 3936 1972 510 Datsun auto. Excellent STURGEON Housing Corporation of 
• " Mountalnvlew Ave Thornhlll 
Applicators will be accepted by For Sale: Small couch, 2 chairs, Phone 635.2577 (CTF) condition. Radial summer and B.C., W. K. Paulus, was also 
the Northwest Logger taporecorder, home bullt bunk wlntor tlres. , . , .o,  , . ,  * " ,  Couple d o n a t e s  . rv ingastbepres identofa  low mileage. Phone 635-5979. mortgage company which 
Association for the position of bed, single bed. KOH stereo. ' (C.5,6,8,10) , 
secretary manager. Alppllcaots Call ~L~S290. (c. " had (:[ealings wjththe Crown 
should be familiar with the. 7.S,lP.:IO.11./,.131 Su i tes  fo r  I l ent  na-- baby corporation. 
logging, and construction In. Beautiful treed, secluded 2 PR ICEDFORQUICK 7 0 0  p O U  Gibson said that a easa 
dustry, Pleeseapplyinwrltlng acreewlthallye;arcreek. Close Keystone  Cour t  
to Box 606 Terrace, B.C. (C-" totown. Must see to appreciate. Apartments. Office No. SALE . arosethe mortgageWhere the interestScompanyOf 
5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15). . . $17,900. Phone 635.5692. (P- 2-4611 Scott. One, two VANCOUVER (CP) -- aquarium, but had never were contrary to the 
$5.00635.7507 by [-lelp Wahted~ Summer.School per an  hour.'leave t,~le. Is Call of message. 635-7558 the ~;equl.red Am. or I Jackson |New ~ 13,16,21,4,9) hay ¢15.5617 now available;-----'-~ '" :: N.II and partments: three . . . . .. bedroom truck in good running condltio, 19M Mercury 750 Tandem uml weighed almost She was 12 about 700feet pounds. 80 lo,g years and old,But named condition ught e Tan)ra untilin rids good after s u geon," nouBh the was peratiou,interests tak n°f but favored theacuon housing Padua's whichcot -  
I ( * " )  I 635-6224 , s .ms  none of that bothered the Ginthers' 3 1-2;year-old interests with the private 
Store keeper needed. Should . woman, who helped catch daughter. ' company.  • "Over  the last year we 
have experience. Salary 11 ForlSale: One table and chair ' he'r'She's Garnet's trophy Tanya didn't last long at 
H&U Local 180. Apply at the sat, anebebycharrlerseetfora 49. Homes for Sale the aquarium, however. It 
died today Administrators at Mills bike..635-6694. (p-9) Memorial Hospital. (C. FOR SALE: 1973 Blazer, K35, PB., PS., and mybab)r," sai.dShirl.ey Ginther, talking about me "We look'ed at her Sunday 6,7,8,9,10) For Sale: V: Quarterhorse 3bedroom modular home, heavy-duty equipment, radials, 
More, Complete surge milking Fullbasementon2acres .deluxemodel,27,030mlles, geed white sturgeon that was morning,",, said Mrs. 
condition. Phone Mike or Dave delivered to the Vancouver Ginther. There warn t a 24. SituatiOns Wanted machine, single set work $34,900 . harness. (p-9,14) " Phone635.3469 635.3955 or 638-1756 (p.9,10) Public Aquarium Tuesday. mark on her." 
WORK WANTED or Mrs.  Gather was there Sale: 1968 Triumph Spit 
Bulldozing, basement digging, 34. For Rent .  Misc. 679.3961 F~re (Sportstor) ¢18.20.~18500 or Saturday, six or seven miles 
, . .0 .o . , , . ,  . , . .  , . . , , oo  Neutron bomb work, rote.tilling, post hole Trailer lot for rent: 124x150 ft. best offer. (c.9,10,11,12,131 up the Fraser River from ' M iss ion ,  B .C . ,  when her now 
digging. Phone $50 per month. Close to schools Older 1200 sq. ft. split.level, 3 
, ,41 ,  In Thornhlll. Phone63S.23461nt. bedroom' bomefor sale. Nelson SUBURBAN husband, Garnet, hooked Yankee arsenal 
(df) month free. (CTF) Road, New Remo. Needs minor 1976 Chev. Sllverado as new 6300 the fish using a cane rod, in 
repoirs. Ideal starter home. miles, trailering special; with 
32. Bicycles, MotorcycJes For Rent: Street level off`Ice or Owner eager to sell. Make an weight distributing hitch. Air 200-ponnd test line. and a. conditioning, 454 V8, Power three-inch.hook with an eeJ WASHINGTON (AP) -- last no more than a few 
. , retail space, with small self. offer. Will accept lot or mobile 
1975 Honda C.B. 500 T. View apartment behlng. Phone 635. homeontrade. Call i12.562-6651 steering and brakes, radio, flit as bait. call 635.9634. Ask for Bob (p. 2425 anytime. (CTF - F) or 635.7353 toview (cff-f) stnerlng wheel with speed and It wasn't until the fish The U.S. Senate voted hours, supporters say, • cruise control, rally wheels, jlmlped across the bow of Wednesday to give compared w]th months from 
President Carter authority a conventional atomic 
8,9,10,11,12,131 - asking $9,600. Phone 635.2697 (p- ,the boat that Ginther, who to go ahead with production bomb. Because of that, 
38 Wanted - Misc. Three. bedroom house and 9,10) said he's been fishing for of neutron weapons, allied groups would be able 33. For Sale - Misc. large storagebulldlng on large . 
Wanted, rear end for 68 Mer. lot. Room for garden and 58. Mobile Homes. sturgeon for 23 years, By a vote of 58 to 38, the to move into a bombed area 
GARAGE SALE cury V~ ton. Phone 638-8276. animals. Asking $22,500. Phone " realized how big it was. Senate rejected a move led quieldy. 
FRIOAY JULY IS' (ctf) .~ 535.5692. (p.13,16,21,4,9) Moblle home for sale: 1974 "Well, Morn, i t 's  a by Senator Mark Hatfield Defence officials want to 
New Truck rims Premier, double wide on large (Rep. Ore.) to cut out funds deploy the neutron warhead 
for the warheads intended on Lance m~ssiles and 
Wanted to b~euN~ckZ~al  j _ .  ~ . _ ~ _ _ "  treed lot, on water system, bigBie," Ginther told his 
Used Tires & wheels " ' ~ - - large ~hop, cement floor, wife. "Here we go." 
Cupboard doors And away they went, the for use by NATO forcesin arUllery shells in Europe Misc. Wood mouldings ~ located, In Thornhlli. Phone 635-" 
Used fire chalns 4246. (C.7,8,9,10,11) sturgeon towing the 18-foot Western Europe. where NATO allies are 
boat for 45 minutes before The voting was a victory outnumbered bySoviet bloc 
Misc. Rifles ' "43 Rooms for Rent ' I mural In l iving ro~m "I 8MM Gibbs with ampe ': ' ' '  • I fireplace - dining roorl with I 1972 12x68 Elmonte mobile giving up. for President Carter, who troops and tanks. 
home, 3 bedroom. New Lr. The Gathers secured the said Tuesday that while he 
243 Ithlca wHh scope 'mMm ~ rknt with kitchen' I' perle doors - sundeck., lots of I in good condition. Asking fish in the river., overnight 
444 Magnum with scope ~,,.,m,,"~"" . . . . . . . .  fn, tnnt~ n~ntleman ~I kitchen cupboards -a11ractlvel $75,~00 complete price, 635-1394 haS made no final decision 
Guage pump ;~"'~'-'~,,~;.h"ar'ea "-~18.3WI I bathroom • workshop "1 evenings, 633.2421 collect and 'drove Sunday to 
Slml.autowlthscope (';~r'D~ . . . . . . .  I laundry room. I anytlme.(p.8,9,10,11,12) Vancouver, where they paid on whether to add the 
22 Sunl auto with scope . . . . .  • I This 1800 sq. ft. home sits on I $6 admission at the weapons to the U.S. nt~lear 
Small boat trailer 17 ft. beat & trailer Private entrance, near town | ~vo.thlrds acres. Furnlshedl For Sale: 12x60, 2 bedroom aquarium to tell officials arsenal, they are needed in 
H.P. motor with let sleeping room for rent. I or unfurnished. Taxesl Statesman, Partially furnished, they had a fish the aquarium the national interest. 
HD bumper Bathroom for your own co~. I $51.00 only. I heated 8'x24' ioey shack, aright be interested in. After voting to approve 
• ' venlence. Reasonable. 635.4013 1 F0rvlewphoneafler 4:38p.m.| funding for neutron 
offer~ Phoqe 63S.73~. (C- LARGEST FISH warheads, the Senate turned 2 Chain saws or 2703 S. Eby. (CTF) I at 635.3986. | Asking $6,200 or reasonable 
FIoorD°Uble slnkpollsher 4,5,6~'g,9,18) , Mrs. Ginther said her hus- to a compromise proposal 
Marker floats For Rent: . 1 bedroom with For Sale, 3 bedroom pan.ahode band has ;~lways wanted to by • Senator Edward 
Camper ceshlons kitchen facilities. For single onl0acresofland. 2fireplAces, 12x68,3 bedroom Safeway donate a fish to the Kennedy (Dem. ~ass.) 
man. ' Phone 635.5893. (c.9,10) w w carpet, full basement and N~nor. Excellent condition. 
/ - . . . . . .  45. Room & Board Wtd. spiral staircase, skylight, Completely set up In • lovely which ~vould give the Senate quiet|railer park $9,500 Is the MONUMENTS carport. Land ,, ,.rt,.,,y Fhen. 2,,s Indians meet ing  authority to veto a production decision by the MARKERS 
'Looking 'for a room to rent. cleared. On pavement. Priced (¢-9) president. 
Around the Thornhill area. to sell. $65,000. Ph~e GRAVE COVERS 
Cioseto the~schonls. (c.8,9) 645.4¢54 Leaving town. Must sell this is over The neuironwarhead pro- 
47. Homes fo r  Rent after 6 p.m. week. Fully furnlehed 3 duces twice the deadly radi- CEMETERY LETTERING 
• bedroom 12x68 1972 Porkwood. PRINCE GEORGE, B,C. ation of a conventional Authorized Memorial Consultan 
For Rent: 12x42 one bedroom 51. Business Locations Setupen largequIot lot. Askln.g (CP) - -  The United Native nuclear bomb, but less than $10,500. 'NI offers ¢onslderoo. a tenth as much blast power, MacKay's 
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Stoadyandrellsblepeepleonly, for you. 63. Aircraft  for Sale'  on lands claims, other inanimate objects Ltd. 
• phene Brlon 635.9181. (S~F) Copper Mountain constitutionalchanges and a would be far less. 
Eoterprlsas Ltd. 1946 Ercoupe 2 pike elrplant, leadership race which gave The deadly radiation level 4626 Davis Avenue. 
New 77 Tent Trailer $1380 HILLSIDE LODGE 6~.4373 Purchase outright or'S0 percent past president Bill Wilson a produced by a neutron Terrace. 
8 ft. Camperefle $475 . 4480 Utile Avenue DL 03605A share. Phone 638.~8 clear mandate to continue warhead probably would Phone 635-2444 Utillty Traller $200 ' sleeping rooms, housekeeplng (otf) 
Copper Mtn. Ent. units, centrally located. Fully (CTF, M.F.) his role. 
3026Hwy. 16 East furnished. Reasonable rates by Transfers - Plates - Sales Tax. . . . .  About 800 people attended 
DL00602A ..day or week. Non.drinkers See Wlghtman & Smith - the conference, many CERTIFIED 
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.namental trees, shrubs 8 fatal|lee. $250 per month. 6. • Phone 6.15-2697. (C.7,8,9,10) , documents stolen from the SPEClALNEEDSCNILDREN 
~vergreens particularly suiteK month leas~. Apply Suite 108. 1973 Ford crew cab. 1973 Ford 3 for our northern climate. ' 4530 Scoff. (d f )  ton pickup, 1970 Ford f.100, 1972 I=or Sale: Surban Rotary Motor federal department of Apply ~n wrltl~l befo¢e July ISth 
UPLANDSNURSERY - - -  Datsun pickup. Call 6354~16or Home. 1976 Cbev Silver A.D. India. affairs by a "national 
~here you'll fled ".The B eput 48. Suites fo r  Rent view at 2509 Skeena St. (cff) 6800 miles, cruiser control, flit Indian organization,, howedand then°t steering, air conditioning, the UNN s Ms. Jennifer Davies 
~f Nature for your Home. ' For Sale: 1965 Chrysler. In top C.P.P.S.D. automatic, radio, federal government wanted Executive Dlrochw 
Corner of Halllwall & Kalur For Rent: 1 bedroom furnlahed condition. Completely powered. Rear window defrost. Asking to impose a blanket lands Child Dav.lopment Centre 
Lake Drive in Terrace. Ope~_ 10 duplex on Hamor St. $175 per Can be seen at 5021 Halllwell or 89,600. Phone 635.2697 (C- claim settlement in B.C, in Irz ~ St. Kitlmat, B.C. VlC 2H| 
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have seen too many 
examples of municipal and ' 
provincial officials and 
employees using their.~esi- 
lions to their own t)enezg in- 
• • t l  stead of the public interest. /::~:~,, 
t . 
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by Dik Browne 
TAmUS 
(Apr. ~ to May =X) 
Planetary influences are  
fairly generous, but you may 
run 'into some complex 
situations which will require 
exceedingly good Judgment o 
solve. Be alertl 
(May ~ to Jane 21) 
Some confusion indicated 
during the early hours, but it 
dears up WITHOUT your in- 
tervention, so don't get in. 
volved. • Evening favors 
remmnce, social activities. 
CANCER dll~,-~ 
(June n to July 23) v~v.4  
Care needed in both 
budgetary and domestic 
matters. Also, avoid 
restlessness and changeability 
- -  both tendencies new. 
(july 94 to Aug. 23) 
If someone deserves your 
time ancttalents, give where it 
will belp, but refrain where too 
much is expected. And don't 
promise mere Uum yod can 
deliver. 
VIRGO 
Day calls for the ut/no~t 
discretion. Be sure you do not 
Offend family or friends by 
thoughtless words. Work out 
disagreements, if" any, with 
Io~i¢ - -  and graciousness. 
LIBRA 
- -  seemingly "out of the blue."*. 
cAemCO~ ~ 
(Dee. ~- to Jan. 20) vd ~R~ 
Some new events in the 
making, perhaps a new contact 
Give rein to your IiveUest hopes 
no\w. Do not entagmdze those 
who~are really, well disposed 
toward you. , ,  ~ 
AQUARIUS \ ~  
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ~ 
Avoid a preset tendency 
towsrd lethargy. Gear ef f~s to:. 
achieve objectives more 
q ui tCo~ Improvise oc, 
• Tlds day can be a', 
helpful challenge. 
PmCm X~-  
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
A good day for t~uamng 
p]ai~ for the future, giving 
. careful consideration to new 
ventures. Do not let the 
pmimlsm of oth~'a dlsturb 
you. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
endowed with a warm per- 
sonality, great dignity, 
graciousness, a sense d hanwr 
and immense praet/cality. You 
are more outsoins than many 
other Cuncerians and could 
make a great success on the 
stage -- especially in musical 
comedy. You could also 
in literature r inthe legal field. 
Also, unlike must others bern 
under your Sign, you tend to be 
high.strung and tem- 
peramental. Try to master 
these traits in order to acquire | [ 6, I (Sept. ?A to Oct. 23) -fl-~'~ more poise and balance. Birth- 
r If you hear certain news or date of: Gerald R. Ford, 38th 
receive same mail that's not too Pres., U.S.A.; John Lockhurt, 
• p~,  you nmy ~!  Uk~ to ~ ~;  ~ m rsm~, 
C',,'yl: 1x) u ,p  no., v.,,o., r , . . . . - .  • ill himior on assadates, dlreetot'-prodncer. _ 
GXEXDYHD GJHXDJL  TYEGN %li~ O~i l~i  i~i~l l  
TEYNNL J JG  ~ ~ 6 ~ t ~  
Yesterday's Cryptoquip -- AGILE SQUIRREL CANNOT 
LONG LIE QUIESCENT. % 
• ~ 1977 King Features Syndicate, Inv. . 
. Today's Cryptequip clue:*X equals I 
The Cryptequip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals ~t .  
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short we , 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error." 
Dear j; bl y 
I 
n in  
DEAR ABBY: You told COULD BE there is no such 
thing as a ,frigid.dear"-onlY clumsy men. This is true in 
too many cases. But, Abby, please note that this should be 
a conclusion reached only after other possibilities are ruled 
out. 
Perhaps the man is not clumsy. Perhaps the wom .an had 
an early or recent rauma that handicaps her. Perhaps ..she 
has a personality problem, a neurosis or a psychosis thac 
prevents her from responding to an ideal husband. 
If the husband isideal and you unload your statement on 
him, then you have injured him as surely as you would 
have with a knife. 
SHRINK, ASHVILLE, N.C. 
DEAR SHRINK: Generalizations are dangerous and 
unfair I admit, but my mail tells me that only men found 
fault with this generalization. Women wrote in great 
numbers to applaud my reply. For example: 
DEAR ABBY: Your answer to COULD BE was short 
hut truly soul-sotisfytng. "No 'frigid-dear'-only clumsy 
men." 
I have preached that for years, and at 95 plus, which I 
am now, I am more certain that itls a fact than I was at 25. 
We gala have been shortchanged from the beginning, 
and males haven't yet realized It--and probably never will. 
Your column made my day, and I've been reading you for a 
long, long time. 
LILLIAN IN LEVERETT, MASS. 
DEAR ABBY: Will you pleads tell me how come all the 
people who know how to run the country are busy driving 
taxicabs and cutting hair? 
CURIOUS 
DEAR CURIOUS: Give thanks that all the people who 
• CLAIM to know how to run the country are driving 
taxicabs and cutting hair--and NOT running the country. 
DEAR ABBY: I'm writing in reference to SHOCKED,. 
whose soon-to-be-married daughter informed her family 
'that they should please telephone before coming over. 
You said it "sounded unfriendly," but it wasn't 
necessarily so. Thanks for that answer. My htisbsnd and I 
had to tell our families fiat out to please phone and to stop 
ringing our doorbell because they happened to be in the 
neighborhood. 
Several times we were right in the middle of lovemaking 
when our families dropped in on us unexpectedly. Needless 
ito say, it was embarrassing for all of us. We would much 
rather have been interrupted by the telephone (and we 
ihave been) than by the doorbell. 
BEEN THERE 
By Abigail Van.Buren 
© 1977 by Tile Chicago Tribune.N.Y.Newa Synd. Inc. 
DEAR BEEN: There's no reason to be interrupted by 
the telephone, ither. Take the phone of the hook until it's 
convenient for YOU to answer. H someone calls and your 
line is busy, theyql call again. 
DEAR ABBY: I have been trying to teach my children, 
ages 4 and &NEVER to accept any kind of gift from a 
stranger. 
My problem is that many times when we are on a bus, or 
shopping in some public place, some well-meaning person 
will admire my children and offer them candy,-gt~m and 
even moneyl 
I hate to hurt their feelings, but, Abby, it makes it so 
hard for mothers to train children NOT to accept anything 
from strangers when strangers keep offering them goodies 
and money. 
Can you please say something to help our cause? 
ONE MOTHER 
DEAR MOTHER: lql try. Perhaps it hasn't' oecarrec/to 
all you generous, well-meanlng people who "love children" 
and can't resist offering them goodies or money, that t .~  
Is the technique used by child molesters who hope to gum a 
child's confidence inorder to get him to "go for a ride" mr 
"not tell" after Improper advances have been made. 
So if you love children, please don't offer them candy," 
money or gifts of any kind. 
DEAR ABBY: One of the gkls I work with is constantly 
talking about her sex life with her husband. (She's not a 
young kid, either.) SGme of us are bored and ochers are 
embarrassed byher daily morning reports of what went on 
in her bedroom, but no one has the nerve to tell her. 
We knowshe reads your column, so if you can't hink of 
a better solution, how about running this letter? 
THE OFFICE GANG 
DEAR GANG: H no one has the courage to speak up, 
you all deserve to be bored or embarrassed, lqll run your 
letter, not as a "solution" to your problem, but nn • 
reminder that the meek are d stlned to put up with a lot. 
For Abby's booklet, "How to Hove a Lovely Wedding," 
send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 LaskyDr., Beverly Hills, 
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a leas, self-addressed, stmPed 
(24~) envelope. 
, o v nsrnan 
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SCENES ALONG THE MAIN DRAG:-The Hub magazine store~ (above) as it 
looked years ago, and a parade along Lakelee. (Photos from the E.T, Kenney 
collection.) 
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TORONTO'S NIGHT SPOT .. 
..RIVERBOAT: Ping-pong and mu s ic  . . . . .  
NTO (CP) Join beenl~ earsnow, af tora l i ,  Callfmda days, befor~ all the Horses.hoe. I mean, ~dyonc~hearapin. .drop,  TORO --  Y ' t that "t/e aonsnc neea a u or-  Mitchell. Jackson Browne. and enotmth of a odd thing the Canadiannmusicians _~ese guys aontforge . _. , .~  . ,~ . , _  ,b , . .  I .~or -  
n, , ,~,, ,  i ; ,~,m,,,,  ;,,;a .;;:~.~ =, ,  ;a ,~ ,~, ,h"  g headedouttotheWest Coust Bern ie  resca~ mem om el . , ,~ ,~,,,s,; ..,,?,,= ,;,,,,,='. 
• ,~,,,,,,,,. -,~P... . . . .  ,-.- . . . .  ,, . . . . . . .  .--P-" .~. . _ . .,._.. _~. , _ . __k . _ , . . . .a  . k , . .  .,,i,,,,, ,,~,,vle..in ban  - Douse am, mole. . . . . . . .  .- .- .. . . . . . . . .  • . . . .  ro lfavornoa(. So u~yCOUlu ~.-vm~  m,u .,,~o ,-,~-- ,,,.,,..-a Jeff Walker staged their  Jane Ha.' ury,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, . . . . .  ., ,- - .~ . . . .  Now ~[ed~or talks,of wine 
. own l i t t le  p ing-pong managorzrom1920t.o1974, ~l)q~.e ,  a me~emerw~] m,~__~,w_~. ,~._ . :d ,  harsandhownoou lar th~,  
• .tournament. . sa idme c~.feeh.o~..e scene a.t~uz_me 0m_2 ~y~ _w.no,o . , . _ , l~  W~i~m~, ,~, ,  are in Europe" " '  " 
I t  was 19"/2 and i t  was hesheenonmenecanesmce 8we mere a pmce m pray. ,a,,, .u , , , . . , , . .~ .  ~.,,. - , , . , .  ,,= . . . . .  ;~ ' , . ,~ . . __ , . .  
• " " h bars OTHERS CLOSED ownupammtmmrmmze, r - . ,ou .~; , s .o -~,~. - . . . s  Something to do at The the ..early. l~0s w! ea . . . . . . . . . . .  ~o~.. _ .~--.a,=.....a . . . . . . .  n thing in tbls city. That s the , 
• " Riverboat when the crowds sturung mmamg smgors. .. ' i~e Myron ~u,,..~.x~ ~, .~, , ,m~,~:~. , ,~ , ,~  way thim~s are ~toin~ now," 
weren't around. Theplayors WENT TO BAR8 - unneraronnot.me _~.m~o..y, ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . - 
have  moved on to -b iggor  : "Ourheuseoniyheldsl20 Cleve , .and  o tuor .Y~e.  • , _ . r_ 
• things.het others have come " people and all of  a sudden cozzeenous.es, pronpe , ~m, _ _~ I _  _ _  ~ .~ L .~ - , I  
• tO Carry - .on at the yon had these great b bars th~ vanished. " I " 
~' coffeehouse that now re- offering singers don~i  the _ But. The .Rivorbontd~t~ / - a l I r l  c ,  a r l  r l~ ,~ 
• : mains a last vestige of a money ~or h~e.nights that there .enead of them an . .  - • 
• largely-1960sfolk~music we could pay mere [or a mus ic  communi ty  . . . . .  _ .  . . ; . . . J , . .~  
: scene, " . "  ' " whole week," she explained, . Supported it.". . ~ m n ~ o r  | I I P ] r I J F~ 'M~ 
Owner:Bernie Fiedler, The brasswork consists of Miss Harbury recalls - ~ J U I I ~ I  VI~L I I  l lt.,~ 
/ busy managing s~rs. such • a series of portholes backllt living in  the Yorkville • " 
as Murray MeLauchian and in green light and set in a ne i~orheed in 1968 when .. . . . . .  ' 
Bruce Cockb=,  who got -varn ished .wa l l  of wood musi.c w.as...everywhere, btit . . ,Lp_l~. l~; pOent~T) ;  ~)e~Vrenm"~ns?w~:ta~l:e t~n
their start in his bullding, strips ' . • me xoravme area was me .mcg.~..u z,~ r yu=,m m~vo , , _ :  . . . . . .  ~:_ ; ;_ . ,  , , . . ,  
• ' " o onto scene ' ~ t)elteves me or ox ~,mn~u,  ~,.~., ~=~m~- , , - , .  now talks..'.of, turning the .Mi~ Harbur.y reealLs. ~ ~ T r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I~_..~ , _ ~.._,,.~,,,, t ime 
• Riverboat into a wine bar. Riverboat as a nangom for z.z ~yas navJral .to go  to . pray.er, anu.zmm cuu~ .u . .~ .?~ . . . . .  . ___ ,_, :  • 
- He's been trying :to sell thone now more famons than work m a place ~e 3'ne renusmon o1I cancer m ms my .u~vane wue tmu = 
since 1972. when they first found an Riverboat. . wife Mary,54. was a terminal patient," 
: "The Rivel~heat is the end audience in the eoffee bous e.• "Not thaL it could pay He is a Lutheran minister , said Mrs. Petorman, "but I 
of an era," said former Sonny Terry and Brownie. much money, but in those but as  . a former wasn't told. My husband 
house waitress Jeanine McGhee, John PriDe, Steve days people didn't care Peansywama newspa.l)or refused to put a deadline on 
Hollingshead,"buttheora's Goodman, EricAndersen, about that; they did it for man of zo years, ne my forecast demise, rm 
been ended for five years." Tom Rush a.nd Phil Och~ the love of it. We were all developed the knack ot glad. People often self- 
Fiedlor, who once offered would visit Fiemor, even younger then." . .. scrutinizing facts, w i th  a destruct when they are 
Joni Mitchell a dishwashing they weren't in town to per- Yorkvi l le g raaua ,y  wary eye, scarcmng 1or given a lime. They get busy 
job, insists there's nothing form. changed. The Pui'ple Onion, incongru i t ies ,  in-  dying, planning funeral 
wrong with the business. Miss Ho l l ingshead whicm predated The consistencies, deceptions, arrangements. Their death 
"We still pack them in; recalledhorYorkvilledays, Riverboat, went under. A He calLs professional faith almost Uecomes seif- 
it's just that i'm wrapped up when it seemed that $12-million commercial healers charlatans who fulfilling." 
in managing my artmts and everyone was either playing development brought in ex-' often dupe the .public .and 
l'm getting kind of tired of or Icaruing music% pensive shops,  and new cause more promems man PRAYERS OFFERED 
rurm[ng The Riverboat. It's "Those were me pre- hotels were hi, It. they solve. But he says he The day after  Peterman 
• "I guess I first started .has witnessed heal~.' I~ ' by was told about his wife was 
trying..to sell the place mira ado prayer a t  ~me •Sunday. He told 
~ j ~  ~ ~ ~, .~ THEATRE.  around then," Fiedior said, i and e l sewhore . . [~r i sh ioners  of hLS wife's 
"but none of the deals ever ' About eight years ago illness, and prayers wore 
PASSES quite came through_." . .Mary  Peterman enter.ed, offered at aXi throesorvices. 
MiesHarburysaidFie~.or nospitaJ for a roktine . Twolaymen in the parish, 
maynotheve been. tryin~ as h~,sterectomy. Surgeons both holding PhDs in 
, , hard to sen as ne mlgm mscoverea cancer anu zorn chemistry, came to pastor ; 
" have. _Richard the situation was Peterman afterward and 
said they wanted to hold a . ~  "Heloves theplace and so  grim, Chemotherapy was 
Hidden somewhere in the ads did all the singers who kept prescribed, but doctors aid s~,cial prayer service for 
on singing -there for they didn't think it would Mary. 
in the entertainment section sentimental reasons when help hecause the cancer was Mrs. Peterman said she 
are two Terrace I)hone numbers, they could make twice as so advanced. ' felt the s t i r r ingof  the Holy 
much at the El Mecambo r At. a recent Lutherann Spirit-- "a resource I had. 
~"F ind  them, and if one is yours you've won _. " ~' . • ~ : " _ never before called ujpon or • 
~-~ ~Pick up your  .t ickets at .  the Hera ld  off ice,  j ~ . , ~A, ' . . s _ , . - . .  • used"--as she .lay m her hospital  bed"  "1 kept: " 
i lL- " 3212 Kalum St. " ' I I  ~'~,.0~I~ p ~ '_  __,.=.., @' g~" S ~ j thinking, 'Something ,s 
. . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ Eight weeks after her sur- 
gory,• Mary was scheduled 
to speak about art in 
worship. Still nauseated 4720~e~' ,~d, 638-8/11~.~ Tie ~ I fr°m the chum°therapy which had begun,.she gave 
U ~h;iist h~r talk but aXED raised the 
]LHOWING-AT 8 P.M.: • .possibility of starting a 
• prayer group and healing • 1 Undercover Angel Akin O'Day ministry. JULY 13-16 -•DIXIE ~ SlowDancin'OmqTm'nMe Addrisi Brothers 
On "I knew what that kind of SUNDANCE _ . , s  o , .  A U.k,  Bit Superlramp support meant to me, and I DYNAMITE 4 I'm in  You Peter Frempton reasoned that any other sick & THE KID . 5' Knovdng Me, Knowing You Abb, 
BOOZE, BANK & BROADS MATURE ~ Lonely' Bay Andrew Oold member of our par.',~h Looks Uke We Made it Barry Menilow should also have access Ix) 
JULY 17-19 e Never Had A Lady Before - Burton Cummings . i t ."  She said. 
' Timeless Love She knew some members 
1~ Mergaritevllle Jimmy Ba~4t of the congregation would SEX & ANIMALS - DaDooRonRon Shoun('21ssidy think,"Thepoorministor's "11 Gonna. Fly. Now (111~me. Bill CoMi 
From Rocky) -" • wi fe  has gone crazy . "  But .  
. 1; U le  Im The Fast Lane Eagles others came fo rward  a f te r  
JULY16 MATINEE - 13 Jet Airliner Steve Miller the talk and confided they 
14 Dreams FlnetwoodMac believed prayer to be 
THE SWORD of SHERWOOD FOREST - , ,~  Wen, To k your Andy Gi~ i m p o r t a n t .  S o m e 
Everything volunteered, for a prayer ' 16 You Made Me Believe In Bay Cily Rolle~ 
• Magi© . grou.p. . . 
7 & 9 P .M.  N IGHTLY  17 llarracuoa - Cry To Me Heart Miraculously,  Mary  
9. ~.M.  ONLY 'ON SUNDAY'  m Your Love Gets Me Around Ronney Abramson Peterman is al ive today 
'19 Locille Kuny Rogers with the threat of imminent 
JULY  "13-16  THE GLE death from cancer no longor EA 20 Heard !t In A Love Sone Marshall Tockor Band 'hanging ~ver her. Doctors 
. ] f l [AS  LAND1RD cannot explain the remis- 
sion. . . 
Brin;moChurchilloutofEngland"- Hltler.le4S, II , . . . . . .  iMtM Im  
JuLY  17 23 ' n[ " -  . - . l . . . . . , .  nw m "Ihelleve that I amalive; 
BEST PICTURE faith, but because of the .  
BEST DIRECTOR I ea 'M MB M MBmB • ~ E l i  IBOO'~d[dUi l  ~ ~ ~  faith of the hedy of Christ 
BEST FILM | • Bk- - 'a 'q~- ' J  Ik M ro l l  "~ m m 6 M ~  ~at re.sponded tomy need/' . 
EDIT, INO ,, J i b  I J ~  sue solo. 
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YIDDISH 
Color ful   language dyin g out 
TEL AVIV (Router) - -  international language, of the war, now middle- Katan (Smali.-Heart), says European Jewry was 
• The Yiddish language, SLAIN IN HOLOCAUST aged, for whom ' the Mordeeha| Zanin, editor of destroyed and the remain- 
which united European" The major blow to Yiddlsh language remains their only the only Yiddish-language ing Jews dispersed 
Jewry for 1,000 years, [0day came during the Second tie with the past. newspaper in Israel. th /~out  the world. 
appears destined to die ou[. World War when the Nazis But thezr children, Zenin accuses the'Iaraeli "He lives in a past which • 
And ironically, its death is murdered six million . whether in Israel, the leaders, particularly the cannot be revived," said 
linked to;the establishment European Jews, most of United States or the Soviet country's founding father David Cohen, a Hebrew 
of the state of Israel. them Yiddish speakers. Union, generally reject David Ben Gurion, of teacher. 
It was the creation of The holocaust, wh ich  Yiddish as old-fashioned creating a "cultural 
tragedy." Israel in 1948 and its bronghtEuropeanJewry to undforeign. ^ . . _ _  
adoption of biblical Hebrew the brink of extinction, also ISRAEL BLAMED CULTURALLY MUD .~ 
.as the .country's official destroyed the cultural Yiddish supporters say "You cannot destroy'~ne 
language: that " doomed centre of Yiddish, which Israel is responsible for this culture and build ~other 
Yiddish, a mixture of old reached its peak between because the founders of the overnight," he said. "It is 
German and some Hebrew. the two world wars. Its rich young Jewish state, not like last year's fashions. 
~he creators of the Jewish and varied literature, themselves from Yiddish-which have become 
state scoffed at Yiddish theatrical repertoire and speakiag European homes., outdated." 
which they described as a folklore had an independent deliberately denounced He maintains that, Israel ",. 
foreign language symbolic vitality which were,~the their mother tongues and "ls "culturally ar/d" and that $1.49 
of the historic dispersal of cultural mainstay of rail- adopted Hebrew. a -ew culture has yet to 
the Jews, bringing lions. . The desire to break with arise. :' " . - - " - 
memories of the ghettoes The f i rs t  non-rel igious the.past was so great that He also blames Israel for ALL  
ano persecution. • culture of the Jewish people, some Israeli leaders went to the destruction of Yiddish in 
The in'st Israel i  leaders Y idd ish  developed in extremes and one even other countries.- "They sent - ' 
said Hebrew, the language Germany but  Spread suggested passing a law 'to people, from here .to teach 
of the ancient Israelites, eastwards with Jewish translate into Hebrew..the Hebrew, a foreign.language, WEEK 
should be revived as the migrations everal hundred names of all well-known to Jews abroad," and they 
tongue of the modem Jewtsh years ago to Poland, Jews, even those who had closed down the local  .- 
state. . . Ukraine, Russia and other already Wed. Yiddish schools, the only. 
The Knesset (parliament) ties the communities till 
however threw out this had with Jewish culture." PANTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.49 
suggestion, since it would 
have meant hat the founder 
of modern Zionism, Thecdor 
Herzl, would have become 
known as Theodore Lev 
European areas. While ihe 
language and grammar are 
adapted from old German, 
its alphabet is a Hebrew 
one. 
Most people who still 
speak Yiddish are survivors 
Israeli educationists reply 
that Zauln _ignores the fact 
that Yiddish was bound to 
die once the insular "shtetl" 
(village) life of East 
SO GIVEYOUR KID A BUCK/ 
Defenders of Yiddish, 
which was once spoken b~, 11 
million people, deny it m a 
second.rate language and 
point to its being ra_-nked in 
the  Encyc loped ia  
• Britannica as an 
Allowances build character 
SHIRTS.  3. . . . . . .  : . . . .  1.49 
SK IRT  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .1.49 
SWEATER.  L IGHT 1.49 
635-5119 




(AP) -- A properly ~auned 
allowance given to Children 
in their f~rmative years can 
help lead to financially 
solvent adulthood, says the 
president of a national 
f inanc ia l  ~ serv ices  
organization based here. 
• "A child's weekly 
allowance can be reed as an 
important tool* in 
successfully shaping his 
adult life," says W. Scane 
Bowler of Pioneer Western 
Corp. "The entire spectrum 
of money management-- 
saving, investing and 
budge ring--can he taught 
through that simple 
process." 
OFFERS RULES 
Bowler offers these, 
suggestions on allocating 
the .allowance: 
--Determine actual. 
monetary needs.. Discuss 
those, needs with the 
OUngsters. Make sure they 
lly understand why and 
how you have arrived at a 
specific sum. . 
--Promise this amount on 
a regular basis and keep 
that promise, or don't 
promise it at all. 
RUN FOR COVER 
Stars James Csgney, John 
Derek, Vlvera Lindfars. Ex.. 
criminal, alone and proud, 
love and a boy the art of 
courage. 
MCCLOUD: THE GREAT 
TAXI CAB STAMPEDE 
Marshal McClaud Is mistakenly 
accused of slaying a young New 
York rabble during a shootout 
with a dope dealer and becomes 
the target of the victim's slsh~r. 
THE 
LAST OUTPOST 
Stars Ronald Reagan,. 'Rhonda 
Flaming, Bill Williams. Two 
brothers, In lava with the same 
woman, fight on opposite 
sldos...one for the North, the 
other for the South. 
--Don't put.a dollar sign 
on achievement. Monetary 
rewards should not be 
associated with "good 
behavior or good grades in 
school. This can lead to 
unnatural pressures for 
money--in some cases, it 
can even be a cause of-budge'ring andnsavings. 
cheating. 
--By all means, --Do 7 not.. be overly 
encourage the children to concerned with what other 
keep track of their, parents in the neighborhood 
expezdituree as well as their ere giving their children. Do 
income. This will act. as a not permit allowances to 
directional si~p~! for future ."follow the Joneses." 
I Sanllone,, !
3223 EMERSON 
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10 :30  
11:00 
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S~THER WORLD 
THE | O'Ct.O(X MOVIE 
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NBC NEWS 
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TNATMDOUU FEATURE BARNEY MILLER 
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MASH 
RICH MAN, POOR 
"Stalk "1~ ~MId ¢NW' 
.. POUrs W0MAN 
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tBREAO & BUT/ 
!.TERFLIES 
' O0~'~=A'r 
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• 4:00 ~Sk~SAME IS TR_i=ET. 
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GRAND U COU~IrRY 
"F!SH • 
CTV MYSTERY MOVIE" 
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• . 12:00 
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ZOOM 
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MOVIE 
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IRAN'S DICTA TOR 
Does "rt.he,,. shah- rule? Absolutely! . . . .  
TEHRAN (Reuter) -- appears to be ' purely He said in his letter, ad- und all pralsed the need and 
Shah Mohammed Reza acauemic, im~rtanee of Rastakhiz~ 
. The shah has described 
the'party as a movement to 
--  .. . dressed to party seorotary- 
Pahlavi of Iran has recently Tne shah anolished the g e n e r a I J a m s h i d 
provided his subjects with multiparty system, which Amouzegar, that ile believes 
.an opportunity for political included . a " loyal~ many Western-educated 
debate but within a limited opposition, two years ag Iranians feel there is a need 
framework--without any and created the single Ras- for an opposition party to 
challenge to the monarchy takhiz 1tarry. . . supervise and criticize the 
or the existing single-party . The debate star .c~. when party in power. 
system. " me newspaper pqblisn~ an A few days later, Prime 
open letter from Ebrahim Minister Amir Abbas 
The unusual debate, con- Khajenouri, a writer and Hoveyda announced that 
dueled, in the official party psychologist, concerning the . Iran's monarchical system 
newspaper Rastakhiz  public attitude toward past of government was 
(Resurgence), hascreated a and present political parries incomparably_ the best and 
stir  although the exercise in Iran. Iranians could do without 
125 Air Condi~ionad Suite & Rooms With View 
Color TV, Tdep~on!,  Tub ~,Shower, Ele- 
vators, Cof f~ Shop, Dinin~ Room, Nightly 
Entertainment, Banquet & Meeting Rooms 
For Up To 128 Kitchenettes Available 
682-1831 FREE PARKING 
~ C  TOLL FREE Reservations- 
112-800-261-3330 
anadim Owned & Operated 
MGR.TED PRYSTAY 
1766 Oavie 
Engl ish Bay  a t  S tan ley  P ink  8us Stop 
at Our Door and Take You Anywhere in 




Hoveyda was addressing 
a televised plenary meeting 
of a commission set up by 
the shah to check wasteful 
procedures and ensure the 
best use of resourees for 
national development. 
He declared:~ "The 
leadership in Iran, alone in 
the world, has succeeded in
turning criticism into an 
instrument of progress." 
Hoveyda said the success 
of the system was clear 
from United Nations figures 
which showed that in" 15 
Yhears Iran had moved from 
e 15th-poorest to the 15th- 
richest country in the world. 
Iran, with 33million in- 
habitants, is the world's 
fourthlargeet oil producer 
. and .the national budget his 
year amounts to a record 
~. gbWion ..
Observers aid no Iranian 
was likely to disagree 
publicly with'Hoveyda. Not 
one of more than a dozen 
-letters published in the 
newspaper supported the 
• idea of an opposition party 
' •2 
SHOOT FOq THE STARS 
NA**qE THAT TUNE 
¢Hlco AND THE MAN 
i 
3&6 4 
ensure an uninterrupted 
march toward the "Great 
Civilization"--that is, when 
Iran expects to reach the 
level of advanced countries 
by the year 9OOO. 
CHANGED VIEWS 
The ~-~ear-old monarch 
Once sa~d a one-party 
system• could create 
communism or fascism and 
strongly defended a multi- 
party system for Iran. 
He changed his  mind and 
abolished the multi-party 
system, perhaps reflecting 
his disillusionment with 
having too many groups 
doing work which a single 
organized partymight do 
more quickly. 
Hoveyda stressed in his 
recent speech that the thing 
expected of the people is 
more work and more efferc. 
"The loss of a day, an hour 
or a minute without benefit 
to the country is treason 
against Iran." 
In his carefully worded 
le t te r ,  Kh 'a jenour i  
expressed the belief that 
Iranians are by nature in. 
dividualistic and had little 
talent for group activity. It 
was not easy to determine 
the people's true feelings 
and attitudes towardthe 
party, he said, because the 
people in general were 
reluctant o express their 
views. • • . l " 
,, ?~ " ~ " ....... L~ 
..... i~.~ • ~ ~:~ . . . . . . . .  ~ ..... ~ ::~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~:: .~ ~'~ . . . . . . . . .  *~ i~.~" ' : : '~  > ~ ~:,~ ~i~ i~;~g~;~:::  . . . . . .  ,,.!~::r,:::~:~i~.~ 
,'~' ; ~ i  .... . .@ ~ ! :~! ! : f~:  "~" : : :~ :~ 
~: ~?~ :@ ~::::~i~li: ~:~ :' :~@~ 
, "The majority either do 
not speak or, if they do, do 
not 's  k the truth," he 
said, aPe~adi~g that he halieves 
a grea_t manypaople still 
have doubts about he party 
and its usefulness. 
LAUDS SELF.CRITICISM 
Replying, Amouzegar 
said other parties had failed 
because, unlike Rastakhiz, 
theydid not embrace all the 
]~HPeleagreed constructive 
criticism is necessary iz 
stagnation and corruption 
are to be avoided. But he 
said such criticism now 
comes from within 
Rastakhiz. 
Western  observers  
interpreted the debate as 
evidence, of a continuing 
"liberalizing" trrend and a 
gesture toward human 
rights campaigners in the 
West who have criticized 
lran. 
The debate followed a 
rare public trial before a 
military court of 11 people, 
most of them United States 
university graduates, on 
charges of anti-state 
activities and association 
with the revolutionary wing 
of Iran's outlawed Tudeh 
(Communist) party. 
The 10 men and one 
woman pleaded guilty and 
were sentenced to lengthy 
prison terms, which were  
drastically reduced by  an 
appeals military court later. 
I t  is widely expected "hat 
the shah will soon pardon 
theni. 
, ~DAY$ OF QURL!V.IJ.$'" 
.JOURNAL INTER~ 
.~t~i~Y.m~.~. .  
~ ,~1 '. 




'OOtTO~g" .. 'OF.ATH VAU.L~ ~AYS : 
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"Mil0NIGHT "$PlICIAL", 
i 
6:00 . jst-v~j ~. ;a  
6:30 
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DAVIS JR. SHOW 
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8:00 ~"~NY AND ~m,= 
8:30  , • 
9:00  ae~a~mo s, um ' 
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I 
~10:00 I ~m.~-v .. 
10:3~ 
I1:0~) cw NL'WS 
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"'.-_.~.;tl ~ .~_~:.:: 
- -  I 
l . J , J~¢co ,  
, .~1~'. .~ .~ 
~t'r.sm' 
somm Si ,sa~ 
I ~Ju.m~,, S'mN • 
. . _V~~~, , I  ..... 
' imL. _ m:mn" 
.~_ ,~.~ ...... 
,.RE~c.mN~ 0UTI ...... 
 mm., M 
l~s__~.~l=~l~ e Ig_ ,, 
Li~e_-c~n_,.c_co_..  k ~,. - 
' .~OOM , 
:,~ONIUII~R SURVIVAl. KIT 
.Le,ReR ne..sO~_T. 
i L E ~  AM~RI~I~I~ r • 
,.w~h. ~:~,T . . _  " 
'~t rnmmam ~ .u..~m~" 
Tips On Caring For Crymi 
Home economis~ ~:0m- 
mend the following method to 
keep crystal, sparkling: soak 
your fine crystal in a very mild 
solution of.vinegar and warm 
water to which 0 few grains of 
rice have been added, Make 
sure the .water is lukewarm. 
Rinse' crystal in clear warm 
water. Shake dry. 
When it comes to buying crys- 
tal, select ~.~ classic pattern 
• you'll be~pro~d to own'and set 
on your holi~dE~..table, or give as 
, -. a gift for almost any occasion. 
Many people prefer the look of 
elegant cut crystal such'~s the 
flowing, graceful shape of these 
wine glass~Ji, dec~hter and 
serving bowl in this lead 
crystal b~ware collection by 
Fostoria Glass Company. 
Another hint: be sure to stere 
your crystal side-by.side. Never 
stack fine crystal one on top of 
the other. 
MUSCLE BEACH .PARTY 
Stars Frankle Avalon, Annette 
Funlcello. Wealthy contessa 
.Interested In a. handsome 
muscle man plans to finance a 
.string of -gymnasiums.. 
• ROMANOFF AND JUL IET  
Stars John Gavin, Sandre Dee, 
Peter Ustlnov. Presldemtof tiny 
C6ncordla, wants to keep his 
l i t t le ,  country unknown...- 
figuring that It better known I t  
would be_ absorbed or protected 
oF the Ked block or forced to 
accept aid from the U.N. 
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FEMALE BUSHPILOT 
Is the north ready for-d,anet?. 
(CP) -- +wen+-Lwo-~ear- ~ ~ ~ . . . , . ,  . ~ R ~  I~ s U M M E R  +- '  . '~  old Janet Keogh says she is liP_ 
determined to become a 
bush pilot. -~  
.She has her commercial ~.~~ ~ ~ .  i " ' qTocK d"LF,,dRING ~ pilot's lieence, has been 
hired by North Western 
60Fl~ng Services in this town, .n~es  south of Kenora, ~,"  .~ i  __-,~-'~ . "k J  - M.J.  . k..P ' . .~  
I ,A~,~, , ,  ~ ' . +. . . . 
I . .~  and has gained the. ac- ' " ~ ,  
But ceptancethe final°f thetest other pilo~. ~ i s  whether , ~ . . ~ ) ~ , ~  ' " ' " " " ' D ~  - -  ~)n~ 
she will be accepted by the ~ 
male sportsmen who hke .~.:. and G~ Ikv ~+~pl~ ~YS ~]~P T ~ ~  ck~ 
d fishing hunting camps. ~" 
K~gh,  born and ~ ,'~4~ SJxee 2to 14+ ,, 30% off +. Sizes2 to 1 
notraisedthenear+stPict°n'commercialOnt" is ' .0  + • ++ ++ + + 30% to 50% off 
woman pilot, but she still is ~ I  ,~ v ~ ~- +./ • : • . - . . + A 
. , - ,+ .  , o  s m m m  mmp + m + + • She took kinesiology at 
Univemi~3 of Waterloo and ~.  Y ' -  ~ ~i" hbydol l ,  Klmooes " ' ~ G O O D  -~ 
two yea~s ago worked for ~.~ ~fO ia Cotton ~n~ " 
the summer at a fly-in ~ ~ ' . . .__ Slzee.2-14 'AS I .~ . ]~ AS ~1_ 
resort about 40 miles east of S~F/OR,~ 30% df 
here. She said she reaUzed 
shewas in a world where the Boys and Girls . . 
airplane was the major Denim and Terry 5n~'  ;,dr+ • Iransportatioa method and 
part of a way of We. " Sizes 2 to 14 • +Ou~ Dim + 
" I  always iikedit to fly but ! ]lCll~i,'~ ~ 8 I '~  " ~]~ ~ G J~L~ ~ ) ~  JACKETS ,~  never figured as a career -~- . . .  
because you never .hear of 
women commereia! pilots," Short Sleeves • SJzesinfant to ix  mostly wJlh some 12'sand 14's. ~L  
M~SLEFTKeOghuNIVERSITySaid. ' Mostly Polyester , . , .  . . . .  - , , . . . .  , .r.;.~ 
,Instead of going back to Sizes 2 -  14 . ~U~'001 l  . " "  , ~V~o 011 . P~ 
university in the fail, she 
inStartedSheP, icton.+turnedl'l~ng +fl ngto theless°nSresort P4.,+" OPEN S~ O~ ~ ~'IWEEK &FRIDA Y ' NIGHT 
in the spring as a cook. She 
had her private pilot's i~10 EXCHANGES ALL  SALESF INAL  ~, NO REFUNDS 
iicence and when she wasn't 
working,, the owner allowed " : • 
her to fly, in supplies so she 4444 Lakelse Avenue " 635-2425 ,% 
could acchmi]late flying 
l ime. .  ~ ' ( [ .qy~.  ~ ' ~  ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ " ( ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ " ~  
,.., 
This sprin~ she received 
her commercial pilot's 
Ileenee and abe and bar 
SERENADE " 1 : . . . .  ' ' 
(WB"M)  Marto l Jnz~,  Joan I IPA~mI~I"  ,+, . 
~o lne ,  Vincent Price, S~r l~.  I s ,  ~m,  unu l  dam 
Montlel+ Vincent Edwerdl, Nm: A~J~t" "u~.~ 
Edw~rd Plett, Ucls AI l~n~e,  .eAm~a. .  
-. Jean Farm. ; The ~ ot ,a 
d~Id  singer who Is torn 
I ~  lhl love of two woman 
md hIs own ombmon, erected . . . .  
fiance returned to 
j o~u ~o~. - -  
"S in~l  started I'd aay ' 4 
I%~ +~._t about ~,~0 m ~ ~  3m~ 6 
~rmm,~," ,he . .u.  ,~rm - • 9 
winter, l'm planning .on .. 
• 9 :30  . .  .lOOllnlJ~ ' . : ' .1 ~gOM. .  '.. 
' IM~IOAY MMI I l I~  
1 ~ I r ", * I 0 : ~ 
• ~ i+ .10 :~ ~Go 
- . - :  . 11 :00  MmOW~&O~ 
I | :00 
THEY. P.JUAE TO NOR i, AIt • "' 
VEOA$ ~TUROAY MO~|  ,' . . . . . . . .  ~.:__~.. . . .  ~_-~ .,~_, mo.~ 
JOY J  ~P  CW,UJCV lNO .-- ~ . . . . . .  . 
" u I . . . . .  
N&grop  ~ m ~  . . . .  y~mmm " ~, , -~  
RSDPW48RIM0W . ~ ' ',im, PN l f f iBNO,6 . ,  
• OUNTI IVt IV . :! "UU l~NAa l~Ym/  
i +" " ' .  l -  r . "" , "T  ' 
,CIMMPIONNMP ~ rVICMBIW'TOAID~0 • 
Somf l~, .  LOI .  J . . . l~ i} ;  Jack . . . . .  ' 1 l l l ~ : N ' ' ' ~ ~ '  " 1 : 
I I 
Polonmi. ~a~ :v~m maine. ' ' . . . . .  '$:00 ~w~ai" ,. " 
dHler  mead gee0 seize an , , . . . . . . . . .  
'armored van conf in ing  $10 ~ 411WAI '~ I I ICUg .+ ,$ :80  . • 'lOOK ~T 
' "1 r "  I I I I 
mi l l i on  In ' smugg led ,  gold .1HmVI IK IN ' IA I I IALL  ". • " ' -~ . . .4:00 . INDIV~RUDOPIPORYI  + - .f iEND UB.  
bul l~n, .The hl lockers begin to  M~mJp l  IM aUraS CL  ~S VMIK " " 4 IS0  I', 
quarrsl ~d  thereby thrmlan to, " ' :~ S :N . . - 
exposetheperfKtcrlme, (Two mm;om, wmnv~ .... - salaam . .. • .,. lavA ~!.~- . . . .  • 
andone-he l f  houra) -N~CE.  i . • $ :30  ~ ' ' • T 
• '9  i ' r i 
COAST OF  SKELETONS . ~ u v l l  . . ~Ml I J l~Y-m ~ ' " 6 :00  ' raMS H0~I~ Mi l  OP'UNCm~NmrY 
(7 Ads  '65) Dale Roberison, ' , 
R¢lherd Todd. - 1Ex.~l'ltllh of- MaM4LWOm.o " , ' i " '  II~M.VAKS Mt¢11C VlIIW4S 6 :30 .  ~ IqJIM~PMtM . - 
f lcar IS h l rN  to InvestlgMe the .WiLOKINmOM ,m~D00R iiDUCn0N ~7':,00' "lMaitOImCY " ' " " ' " " . 
Mrl~n'ogerollons of a ld0-flmo , , " "" "+ • 
,diamond ,dredger known for 111~OmllHOW A I~Y~LU~"  , 7:30, , , .  mlcmul~/~o~mc 
'hu.vy Insurance coverage. ~ -  " HAI~DAYI'. | :00.  ~uP~Be~t~ '. V~OHOUli I~m0ul  ' 
I 
THOROUGHLY MODERN , lAT In .  Y NI@~IY ~OVIN' | :~9  'q lh lM~ Mo~nl MIIW', , IEVBMING AT I~1~. 
MILL IE  . NOCSAI~YNIgHI 'AT  ~ ~"""  . . . .  ' 9 :00  + + PlRPONMANCIJA~ 
(Mu l '67)  SharsJul le Andrews, -T~ . . . .  • ' ' ' 
Mary.. Ty le r  Moore ,  Carol  , ~  came To. ~ us  MCCAmU.YaRCUS 
Channing, James Fox, John " " 1O:00 NmYOUmN~URVlm~ 
Gavin and BeMrlca LI I I le In • 
musical 'sPOOf o f  the 1920'1. 
o 
EL CONDOR 
Stars J im Brown, Lee Van 
~eef ,  Patr ick eNea l ,  An 
escaped c~ln  gang conv ld  and 
an Apache wh l~ leader during 
f lu  Qv l l  War head for  Mexico. 
They- ,  plan f0 steal 
" Maxlmi l l lan 's  forlune. 
Nm~ SAI~mnAV mooq 
MV!  STAR MO~i  
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PRODUC TION FALLS SHORT 
H~VANA (Reuter) -- ginning of the harvest in De- 
Heavy rains have prevented cemher until its end in June. 
Cuba's vital sugar harvest There are indications that 
from reaching production huge efforts by workers 
targets, during the later stages did 
• The treacherous weather much to recover losses. 
conditions hampered the Although serious shortfalls 
collection of the sugar cane, once appeared possible, 
.on which Cuba relies for 80 eventually eight of the 14 
per cent of its foreign prov inces  completed  
earnings, from the be- production plans. ' 
O n Ce . lu r "  Of I=uroplln Tredition Now Bit°ruing ' Wey mL • 
i ,  I F Of  Life To Millions Of North Americsns 
• ' I i i l l .  / A r;nge of Pure Goow Down or 'Down; ,11~_~ • 
• I ~ ~Z~I I [~ end Feathers, Contlnentel qullts the1~ :~/ '~ I [~ V7 1 
• I • ellminete blankets, bedspreads, top sheets' S 
• I end make bedmaklng • 10 second chorel Simply a year.round II 
' / I  lightweight sleep for the lest ofwout IIf¢l " /  
I write For Free erochmi: ' ' n 
, i Thl Euiupeen Flderdown Shop, Fliclory Mell Oldl l  Olvlilon, . l  
II 4781 King'sway St., Burnaby, B.C. VBH 206 I 
. i ! Send To:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :~---:: . . . . . . . .  
' l  Address ......................................................... ::: l 
• I cz~ .............................. Prey ............. Code ......... :J l 
• I I • " The Continental Ouilt and Pi l low Specialist I "  , r  
• ( I ! We manufacture and lell Factory Direct to You • •  - FUNNYSIDE .,t, 
i.: ' . ' .  " i  Ii ll ::11" .  ' rll 
!. J IM 'S  TACKLE SHOP I II oe 
/iquality Fresh and Salt Water Fishing Tackle I "1 
• | "Hardy-Fenwjck-. Ambassadeur,-Ai!onquin ! / IS/J  ' /I. I 
|. • -Qu ick -R ichmake '  " I i I _=1 o 7- e 
I FlY Tying& Rod Building Sulp!ies l ~ .~L~ ' i f -~,~ ---- ,-~l"-li~Ll~ ~ 
Souven,r'.,'o.,<:,a.s 
[ ,0ur prices are fair I / /  L: • 
r ,b '  ~hnn J~ C,~-nn~m.  J " iFYOUM&KEMEG"E '~BEDEARLY ,  MYDOG 
|4x20 Hwy. 16 East i 635 94711 
Fidel's frosting fields fail? 
Cuba maintains secrecy cane cutters who in so~e there were no such reports 
over sugar, its basic source areas even had to replace later on. 
of development finance, and the mechanical harvesters One factor which may 
publishes no production which were impeded by the help Cuba cope with adverse 
figures or targets. Official wet conditions, conditions is the gradual 
sources, however, say the . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , ._ , .  modernization of its 
. . . .  ; . ._ ~, . . . . .  , ;., , ,  toot aninalcauon uL=~ c,.u.-~a ,~rindin= mills and 
uv~-"it~ .~v~.  ~. ,, , ,  , - -  I workers ~- .: - three ears has been six made by .maana . ~-.pment.  " 
_:,;_Y~ . . . .  ,I, . . . .  ~ o,.~ was an increase m L,the PROBLEMS CONTINUE 
lt lUltUU I ,u t :  ~u  l l l l l l i~ l l  u .~. , .  -cut t in  • • - ve this number or or. cane g Meehamcal harvesting m 
~ought to be abo . bng.a.des .which .became also slowly reducine the 
Ugp~eesident Fidel Castro ~slli°n%retsh' e t~rSi~e~r s number orworkers needed 
- - ;"  :- Ma'" that altho,,-h • .. " in the cane fields. This year 
~,u  u~ 3 '~' which eu[ more man one nt o the n the country would not reach. . . some 38 er ce .f ca e 
. . . . . . . . .  million arrobas of cane. An was c-t ~v machine zls preaucuon go~u tlns year. " " nt to 23 35 " ~ " . . . . . . . . .  ,-' --* ~ti~factorilv arroba zs ecp]zvale • The main  problems with 
I t  WUU~U I~l~l, - - - - - - -  -- w~un~s ,z. - - - -~ . - - -~- -z  k__ . _ . ' i . . . _  
n~mr it " ~ . . me Ul~Uutuilullli il~-¥cou=i-o, 
M~,i~I~iNE$ IMPEDED , Last year l ht~re we.re 1,368 .Granm.a nt  stirodl' arilil]~luU~l~ 
Cuban authorities made millionaire brigaaes om mstancm p p 
no secret o f theprob lems this year ~.ere.were 1,~9. the f lel~ wh.ere the~ wer e 
the climate was causing and Early in me harvest me ~ea .ana a~n.cmty m.syn- 
issued repeated and urgent offici.~ newspap.er ur.anma cnro.mzmg .mew opara.uons. . 
calls to workers to mentionea promems o~ low tmoa wimarew trom 
overcome the difficulties, p r o d u c t i v i t y a n d selling on the world su([ar 
Much of the onus for absenteeism among cane:, market in.Jan.uary. ~ .~.g  
recovery fell on the manure cutters in some regions, nm im sugar loading meiliues 
.. . were saturated following the 
if arrangement of huge sales 
- - r ' l  I to traditional customers. 
Much of the island's crop 
,~,J I goes tO the Soviet Union at 
I I  prices "favorable to Cuba. 
The present world market 
price has plummeted and, 
Granma said, is below 
Cuba's .cost of production. 
However, Cuba still 
wishes to sell on the 
market to earn hard 
2 3&6 " 4 ,  
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currency to buy the goods it 
needs h'om the capitalist 
world, i 
LANIGAN'S RABBI 
Lanlgsn and Rabbi Small have 
doubts about the guilt of an  
Impoverished woman accused 
of murdering her uncle, a rich 
miserly eccentric.' Guest 
stars. George Gohel, Virginia 
Mayo. 
THE MIRACLE 
(WB '59) Carroll Baker, Rag. 
Moore, Vlftorlo Gaesman, 
Walter Slezak. Spaln-1812: 
Young postulant torn by her 
love fog" a man and love Mr 
rellglm struggles to find her. 
self. From play by, Karl 
Vollmoeller. 
THE GREAT TAXICAB 
STAMPEDE 
Although Marshal McCIoud 
(Dennis Weaver) is falsely 
accused In the slaying of a New 
York cabbie, and drug dealer, it 
makes no difference to the dead 
man's vengeanc~.sesklng sister 
[Jane Seymour), a baffle.tested 
Israeli soldier. J.D. Cannon end 
Terry Carter are featured. 
George Hamilton guest.stars in 
this repeat of 1.16-77. 
NIGHT TERROR 
Valerle Harper stars In this 
,World Premiere SUSliense 
drama about a.terror.stricken ' 
woman who, after witnessing 
the slaying of a highway' 
patrolmanJlees In her car Into 
the nigM, pursued closely by the 
psychopathic killer [Richard 
Romanus). Michael Tolen and 
Nicholas Pryer co.ster. 
ASSASSINATION BUREAU 
(Par '69) Ol iver Reed, Diana 
Rlgg, Tal ly Savalas, Curt 
Jurgens. Directed by Basil 
Dearden. Europo.lg06: A 
newspaperwoman Is deter-  
mined to expose an organization 
which she helleves to he a group 
of assassins for hire. She 
engages the services of the 
organization naming their. 
leader as her victim, He ac- 
celts the challenge telling the 
other members of the bureau to 
h'y and kill him before he kills 
them. Rated PG In theatres, i 
away all I~ato 
Stars Jeff Chandler, Gab. 
Nader, Julle Adams. World 






You were probably sur- 
prised and a' bit shaken by 
that recexlt CBC television 
show "Connections," all 
about the permeation of 
Canadian society by organiz- 
ed crime: the MaQa, the. 
French Cbnnectlon, the 
Hang Ko'ng Connection, and 
SO On. 
it neither surprised nor 
disturbed me. I've known all 
about it for "about four 
decades. In fact, l 'm amazed 
that he CBC didn't interview 
me, if they wanted something 
authentic about the begin- 
nings of organized crime in 
this country, t wa~ there. 
Of.course, at the time, 1 
didn't realize what I was get- 
ling in to. I was in my early 
teens. But the pattern, look. 
ing back, was obvious. 
There were two Families in 
my home town, the Salvatis 
and the Guaraechis. Showing 
little originality, both 
operated behind the front of 
a fruit store. They were both 
from Sicily, and they were 
bitter enemies. If Sammy 
Salvati ran a special on fresh 
asl~u~'gus, you can bet your 
armor-plated vest that Joe 
Guara¢¢hi, after sending one 
of his boys down to check the 
prices in the store window, 
would undercut him by n 
dime. 
Back and forth went the 
skirmishes, but we ordinary 
small.tawn punks canght 
only once in a while the 
I I  
ALL MY DARLING 
DAUGHTERS 
Stars Robert Young, Eve At. 
den, Darleen Carr. Wldower is 
confronted with problem when 
all four of his daughters decide 
to get married the same day. 
COUNTDOWN 
(WB-7 Arts '68) James CMn, 
Robert Duvall, Joanna Moere, 
Barbara Maxley,  Charles 
Ndman and Ted Knight (Ted 
Baxter on Mary Tyler Moero's 
Show) Directed by Robert  
Ntma~ ("Mash", "Nashville") 
with screenplay by Lorlng 
Mendel. U.S. and Russia race 
to put flret man on the moon. 
When American :lands there, 
finding.wrecked Russian space 
ship, race ngnlnet ime be~llns. 
Ha must find shelter or he too 
will perish. 
THE HUNCHBACKOF NOTRE 
DAME 
Warren Clarke stars in the title 
role of Quanlmodo. This BBC 
TV  dramatization of Victor 
Hugo's classic, set In Paris in 
1485 during the Feast of Fools, 
features Kenneth Halgh as 
Claude Frollo, the archdeacon 
of Notre Dame Cathedral and 
Quaslmodo's protector, and  
Mlchelle Hawaii as Esmeraldn 
the Gypsy girl whose life is 
saved by thehunchback. This 
program continues the 
cooperative agreement between 
the  NBC Television Network 
and the BBC for the exchange of 
major dramatic special 
pr.og.ram.n. The script was 
wrltmn Dy Robert Muller, based 
on the original Victor Hugo text. 
Featured are Christopher 
savage internecine warfare 
that went on behind the fruit 
storefronts. 
The Salvatis, for example, 
tried to assimilate. They join. 
ed the United Church, to set 
up another front, dnd it's 
been rumored that they 
"laundered" a lot of their iN- 
gotten gains by syphoning 
them through that organiza- 
tion as donations. 
On the other hand, the 
Guaraechis want on speaking 
Sicilian, threatening to 
murder their kids if they 
didn't work harder, and mut- 
tering about tbek "connec- 
tion" with Rome. 
At the time, I belonged to 
a gang of young hoodlums 
who hung about in the 
town's two pool rooms,those 
of Bob Loblaw and Sylv.ester 
O'Toole. One of our gang, 
the Chinese cot~ecfion, was 
Joe HoG, scion of the only 
Chinese family in towh. As 
you can see, it was quite a 
cosmopolitan me~cipality, 
although the population was 
only 4,000, 
We were a-pretty vicious 
crowd, but it was Depression 
years, SO that werdidn't have 
the opportunities of today's 
punks. There was no point in 
snatching purses from old 
ladies;" there was nothing in 
them. No point in mngging 
elderly gentlemen for the 
same reason: broke. We 
didn't drink, bemuse our 
fathers couldn't afford tO 
have it around the house tb 
steal. 
Hailing around on motor- 
cycles, of course, was out of 
the question. But we did ter- 
r0rize~a few neighborhoods 
by '.riding our second-han'd 
bicycles on the sidewalks and 
occasionally fight across 
someone's lawn. 
I don't want you to think 
. for one minute that we 
weren't taking out our 
subliminal frusti'atious and 
latent aggressions against 
society. We were. 
At least once a week, we'd 
lean out the third.floor win- 
dows of the local Chess, 
"Chowder and Cribbage 
~uto  Serv ice  T ip~ 
~I~4~ ~;~ ~ ~'  
Ez 'r M \ I 
WmlA , ic " . l 
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Gable as the yobng poet, Pierre 
Grlngolre and Richard Morant .;:.~;~ . 
asPhoebus, young cOptnln of ."-,-~ .... • 
the KIng'sgeard. ,'~'%"~.~ll~(~ff__ .. 
NUMBER ONE 
Stars. Chnrlten Heat~, Jenlce 
Walter, Bruce. Darn. Aging .. 
profmsloml football mr  must ,-~- ........ , 
dKIclewhether to quit the game " ' 
or chanm ram, .  mi ra  . . . .  
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ALl. IN THE FAMILY 
EOGE OF NIGHT 
YAK~ 31- 
i'~t:' n:~lll~"{2X}l~-r • 
)~S'Y0U~ Cm~C '=. 
JUST FOR FUN 
R~J NBOWemJt/TRY • 
___oY~VA_ 2n 
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Club, which we were allowed 
to use, as junior members, 
from nine to 11 on Sunday 
nights, in. exchange for 
janitorial duties, and spit on 
pas+se~by below. There 
 en't m my - passer y, 
that is - -  on a Sunday even- 
ing in a small t~wn, but occa- 
sionally we'd hit one, shout 
"Tally-hal" and toast each 
other in Pepsi. 
• But it was through our 
other thuggish (yes, ] admit it 
now) activity that we became 
deeply involved with The 
Mob. This'activity was steal. 
ing from the outside stands 
o f - -  you've guessed it "--- the 
town's two fruit stores. 
Prom the outset, it was ob- 
vious that we'd come under 
the wing of one of the two 
Families. It didn't ake long 
to see where we were 
heading. The Salvatis kept a 
good lookout, shouted loud, 
in English, and •would chase 
you all the way to the river to 
get hack a lousy peach. 
But the Guaracchis, 
although they too shouted, in 
Sicilian, were fat and 
couldn't run. And ~ve had an 
ace in the hole. One of our 
gang was one of their boys, 
Phil Guamcchi. We terroriz- 
ed him into utter submission 
by threatening tO expose his 
membership inthe club to the 
Godfather, Joe Guarucchi, 
.who woul(I have thumped 
• him into a very small pizza, 
indeed. 
So we had an inside man. 
He'd tip us off when his old 
man was offwith the truck to 
Buffalo, where he had a close 
• couneefion with the Bananas 
4 
9:00 m,~k aooM, 
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1:30 
2:00 OGRES ~Y show' 
2:30 .;q3,J~'tt~U~EL 




5:00  , , - , . - -~ .  . . . . . . . . .  
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......... Bltll ---_-:-±~-; vi- 
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I 
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gang. We knew exactly when 
he'd arrive back with a 
truckful of bananas, grapes, 
you name it, and laid our 
plans as varefully as the IRA. 
The minute the new fruit 
was put on the outside 
stands, one of our gang 
would go into the store and 
ask Mama Guaracchi if Phil 
could come down to the pool 
room. While she was 
haranguing him, the rest of 
, us would stuff our shirts and 
head for the park for a glut- 
tonous gorge. 
It was only a step from 
there to getting into the God- 
father's cellar and home- 
made wine when he was out 
of town• Next thing you 
know, a couple of us were 
running dances, at 50 cents a 
• couple, with beer in the back 
room in a tub of ice. We used 
to promise the orchestra $25 
and then beat hem down to 
$15. The money just roiled 
in. Some weeks we made 
enough to pay a little off on 
our bill at the pool room, 
where we habitually played 
on our "nerve." That is, 
Without funds to pay for the 
table, if you lost. 
There was only one direc- 
tion we could go, and we'd 
have wound up more debased 
and debauched than.:,the 
Dubois brothers of 'Man; 
Areal, if the war hadn't come 
along. 
Some of us got killed. 
Some of us had a worse fate. 
We stayed alive and got mar- 
tried: The old gun broke up. 
But don't tell me about he 
Maim. I was there. 
® "rite Arl~k Syndleate Ltd. 
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FEEL FRESH and free all day 
lone in this breezy tent with 
bold band detail. Save dollars- 
whirl it on and off your sewinl 
machine. Choose n(Hron blends. 
Printed Pattern 9335: Half 
Sizes 12½, 14½, 16½, 18½, 
20½, 22½, 24½, 26½. Size 14½ 
(bust 37) 1 7/8 ~ls. G0.inch. 
$125 for each pattern - cash. 
cheque or money order. Add 
25¢ each pattern for fi~. 
class mail and handling. Oo. 
tado mid,nts add 9~ uks 
Pidiern O~t,. (Name of 
2 3&6 . '9  ~.~~; . .~ i  
Im&i l  I~S  
' I 
WILD WOMEN 
• Stars Hugh O'Br l in ,  Anna 
Francis, Marllyn Maxwell. 
Corps of Army englnmlrs, 
Mslgntd to map a Tines am In 
cau • Mexlcan.U.S. war, are 
. , o .  • . . , . . 
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disguised as a wagon train 
complete with women, 
n~rulM4 from I .f~leml pr in .  " . 
Ha MXl l  OF HU OWN 
(Par 'SO) (R -W)  -Barbara 
l inwyck, . .  J aR  - L~.  Jane..' 
Cowl, Ph~lb . l l i x~, .  L~ i  .. -~ .. ., 
' l l t i e r ;  r loh i rd D~n..Ing: 
woman msumu ~ ~ a. 
d ied  pu i lnpr ,  after a .~ i ln  
am In order to give Mr  
I l l eg l t lm child a chance tlo 
IWI.. L lh l  she Is ~lpp!d Into . 
• ' M ick l i l l  when treachlrau! ' 
bov f r ld  ~ up. 
IN  HARM'S WAY 
(Par '~5) ~(B-W)John Wayne, 
Kirk Patrlcla Neal, 
paula Print lm 
Andrews, 
do iVllde, Carrol l  
(YConnor. Naval carler mast 
beached on a tsFhnlcslHy right 
Pearl Harbor gets back 
Into action when Admiral puts 
him In charge of a top4ecret. 
q~'at lm to rapture strat~llc 
dapimime.held Islands. Based 
m the novel by James k lsof f .  
Directed by Otto Premlnger. 
PRIVATE WAR. OF MAJOR 
BENSON 
Stars Char,on iteotun, Jule 
Adaml, Wm..Demarest. Army 
career officer Is forced to ac- 
ce l ts  transfer as commandant 
a military school operated by 
nuns, with students ages6.12 
" i i l i I I II 
" : -  . l l l l  lm i l l l l~11mm,  j~  l i  i ltn. p l l l l  t 
OR A T LEAST AN ATTRACTION • 
• By TIMDUNN " 
It's not easy being an 
in ternat iona l  tour ist  
attraction- especially when 
you're just a kid trying to 
work your way through 
colleget " 
A mountain can sit there 
and look majestic, but it's a 
different matter when 
you're mere flesh and blood 
and have to measure up to a 
picture postcard. 
Randy Porterfleld, who's 
now going into his second 
season as a tourist 
attraction, wears the he,ivy 
responsibility well. -But he 
.admits that when he 
• answered a newspaper ad in 
1975 he didn't know what-he 
was getting himself i n to .  "I 
was just looking for a 
summer job." . . 
At 23 he's almost fmmhed 
college and for Corporal 
Porterfield, of the 
Governor-General's 
Footguards; what began as 
a summer job has become a
service to his country. He's 
anxious to get back into.his 
flamboyant uniform and to 
go through is paces in the 
Changing of the Guard on 
Parliament Hill, Ott~a, 
site of Canada's federal 
parliament buildings. 
Every morning at 10 a.m. 
(from .July 1st until 
September) he and about 
2~o other .young stalwarts 
reenact tthis ahcient 
colorftfl military ceremony 
whose pomp, and 
circumstance draws crowds 
. l i ke  bees to honey. 
Or is it like mosquitoes to
a picnic? ' 
A bit of each concedes 
Corporal Porterfield who 
enjoys an audience, but 
sometimes L feels a bit 
uneasy, while delighting 
hundreds of merciless 
onlookers: keen-eyed 
shutterbugs~ Wide-eyed 
children; laded world 
travellers. Nothing protects 
them from the  t0urista but a 
flimsy, cordon: .of. rope, a 
handful Of Royal Canadian' 
Mounted Police and ° their' 
own raw courage. 
Clad in black trousers 
witb red slash, white belted 
scarlet tunics,, rifles with 
fixed bayonets at their• 
sides, and standing a foot 
ta l le r  under their enormous 
bearskins, file Governor- 
General's Foo~ukrds * and 
the Can~i~a~ Grenadier 
Gua~s;. a[~,: impressive 
enough to'.make verybody 
- loves parade. 
"It must get awfully hot in 
those uniforms On a summer 
morning." , 
A you~on t know. the-ha l f -  
of-it smile is the reply. •
There's a stretcher van on 
the Hill for emergencies and, 
casualties are rarely from 
the ranks of tourists, o 
Last year Corporal 
Porterf ield's diwsion' 
became the butt of some 
barracks" room humor 
because seven of them 
collapsed during the 
suminer without one shot 
being fired. He was one of 
the unfortunate and insult 
~VeaS dded to injury because 
was on stretcher duty at 
• the t ime.  
Tbere 's  noth ing  more  
hun~dtaU~ for a tourist. 
:S*ummer, work as afolk qero 
%:.  
attraction than  to fail down Government. House), th~ 
on the job - especially.when• Governor-General's 
some' cynical visitors think residence. Hit's his turn to 
it's part of an act. . guard the entrance to the 
The doctor dismissed it as ~rounds he must stand, 
a combination of heat and unperturbable, foran hour, 
dehydration and the next while curious onlookers try 
day Corporal Porterfield to prove him human. 
was back on the Hill, Childrenwllloftentu~ata 
determined to redeem guardsman's trousers, 
himself, hoping to make him move. 
It's a tough audience to But kids and Corporal 
play to but Randy thrives on Porterfield accepts their 
challenge. His' typ..ical day curiosity with humor. He's 
begins with reveille at 6 not quite as generous 
a.m. He and his comrades towards the man who 
eatand  are ready "for managed to get behind a 
inspection at 8 a.m. No sentry and began jabbing 
me~ feat considering the his finger into different 
opulence of their attire, points on his back- trying to 
At exactly 16 minutes to 10 start him up. • 
• Old Guard and New Guard One father was overheard 
leave the drill ball in telling his son:. "the 
downtown, Ottawa, and bayonets are rubber and the 
march to Parliament Hill, rifles are plastic'.'. " 
arriving as.the clock in the Even sucb ~ tangible 
central tower of the evidence of life as (pardon 
parliament buildings trikes theword) sweatisn't always 
the hour...For half an hour accepted. On a particularly 
they g0--'{hrough theft" hot day a youngster, seeing 
claborate'NtUal -:bold colors beads of perspiration o  a a 
flashing on the rich green guardsman's  face ,  
lawns, witb the seat of exclaimed to his father:  
government amagnlficent ~ "Look daddy, he's melting": 
backdrop, .~., ,, But even national 
The ceren~0ny involves • monuments are susceptible 
the guards, their respective to good humor, One day an 
color parties and regimen~u elderlywoman de~idedto sit 
bands. After passing down beside the sentry box. 
inspection and exchanging and rest her feet. Staring up 
compliments wit~,.,the Old at the implacable 
Guard, the New ~6uard Corporable Porter~ield she 
marches off to the residence gave him a sly wink. Being 
of the Governor General, to a gentleman he could only 
replace the sentries of the. wink back. And it isn't easy 
Old Guard. The Old Guard to wink with a..bearskin 
marches back to the drill restingon ebrklge of your 
hall. .~.-r nose. ~ ,",, , ! 
The  Ud~u~,~ba l le~e - "It's things like that that 
and reward• - for a make it.~ll worthwhile" 
guardsman is standing sa~Randy. 
sentry at Ridcau Hal l  ( Wh i le  front gate sentries 
endure tugs,-pokes • and centuries,ismaintained by 
blandislunents to "smile for the Queen's Guards in 
the camera" a polite England and has been 
member of the Ottawa carried out with great 
Police Force . runs success in Canada since 
in ter fe rence ,  gent ly  19S9, " " . 
reminding people that But it's no light burden to 
guardsmen aren't.allowed know that 'a  fa l se  step, 
to talk or smile while on errant smile or even 
dU l~ unwarranted breathing 
ious..Htlle protection might tarnish a naUonal 
for a poor sentry ! institution and the pressure. 
Corpor'al Porterf ield takes its toll on even the 
insists it's the best job he's m o s t c o m m i t t e d 
ever had and - for the most guardsman. Corporal 
part , pure pleasure. Porterfield has decided to 
There 's  good foed, good fun hang up his bearsk in  at the 
and good training he says, end of th i s  summer. He'll 
with the smile,of a man become a regular member 
who's found his calling. - of the Canadian Armed 
Re's proud to be part of a Forces where he intends to 
traditional ceremony that train as a pilot - for safety's 
back several sake. . dates  
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THE LIFE AND TIMES OF 
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TRANSPLANTS INCREASING 
Surgery not out of joints., 
TOROI~O(CP) - -S I~re -  who would otherwise he HEARTS REPLACED comba~ infect ions),  the 
part surgery is bringing dead, crippled ord is fzgur~ Heart transplants are per- larynx,  the parathyro id  
doctors closer to the day have been nespea wim formed regu lar ly  in g lands  (needed to keep 
when they can build or transplants and artificial California. Research into calcium in balance), bone 
repplace any part of the organs. . artificial hearts is under marrow,  ovar ies  and 
human body. The era of transplan .t~i. way at the universities of vagina. 
Up to  the present,  organs oegun in 1951 with Alberta and Utah .  Doctors in St. Louis per- 
surgeons have replaced with k idney  t ransp lants  The  odds aga inst  formed what is believed to  
human tissue or artificial peHormed in Boston. successful-liver t ansplants be the  f i rst  testicle 
deviceseyery organ, joint Or ~;,,,,o ,~ , ,  ohm,, ~ ~ are 'heavy, however, and transplant in May. 
l imb except the brain and . .:.- . . . .  : ..... - . - - - ;  . ' : ' , ' '  t ransplantat ion of * the 
intestine. Kianey ~ransniants nave . . . . .  o "~" - -  The ex is tence of eye 
Not all the substitutes been recordS.  Toronto's e~x~em~:~a~.¢  nsm~ea banks  i s  common 
have succeeded. No lung first two took place in 1966 ~ ' knowledge, but fewer l~ople 
transplant patient has yet and the hospital recently _ Research at  Connaught know tlmt ear banks ~ve  
• survived. The world's 38th reported both patients are in Laborator ies in Toronto been established in some 
at tempt ,  per fo rmed good health, may lead to  the  centres. 
recently at Toronto General Dr. Bill, Nelems, who led development of an artificial Eardrums are stored for 
Hospital, failed when the tho ~,~,,= transniant team at ~ncl 'eas mall enough to be - transplants and partS vf  the 
recipient,  a 19-year-old Toronto General, stud lung ;unplanted m e body. inner  ear ' f0 r  research.  
Toronto man, died about transplants are at the stage ~ Other parts of the body Univers i ty  of Toronto 
thre~ weeks a f ter  the of kidney transplants 25 that have been transplanted doctors have also devised a 
operate•.  L years ago and one day may include .file ~ymus g la. nd (a hearing aid" that can be 
But thousands-of. ~ people be ascommon,  neck g lana essent ia l  to implanted. - and tissue to ~ow into the 
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllll .newA .parts and e~m'ma~ the 
• " - • ' ' I .,,~-u for screws to no•  mem 
, i  " + r [] in place. : HI.LINE FARM EQUIPMENT LTD 
, . ,!chin . . . . .  =air ___oed  
B w- - . . . . . . a  .~ ~ . - ' faces  and under-the-skin 
- • , " / I . /MMM~ K I -  . . . .  *,~',:- uhnplants help women who 
• - ' , . . - -  - - ,1 , f  w,nrf. ~ .v .  , , "'"'. ~." B--nave lust a bi'east, " - 
[ ]  . . . . .  ' , . . . . .  ~.~'~, .i . m Artif icial l imbs are  
_ i  • ~ l~ l t lqP l~ ~ . -~- :.': " . m.hecoming morel ike the real 
"- , , h 1 I [1MIM/ I  ! . ,  ,~ ' - ;  [ ]  thing. Bu i ] t i ,  sensors in legs 
I I  . ~ • , . ,  ~ w.  • I , . . . . . , .  v ' " .'~,.. • [] can relay messages to the 
i ~r " " . . , . , . . . . . . . _ . . ,  - , • . . . , _  _ _ . . . . . . . . . . _ '  ' ,i~ mbrain and arms have, been 
- '  ~ ll.~Ffl MIU~fllNI:ItY /uaU I'uUIPMI'NI . "dev ised  to  operate  
-" . " ,~" - - - -  . . . . . . .  - -  " "  . . . . . . . .  "~- -  " . . . . .  " - 'e lect ron ica l ly  or  connect 
= , : : '  * ' iw i th  the pat ient 's  own. 
• i . SUBJECT TO ADDIT IONS & DELET IONS , []muscles 
I I  . ' . H " 
[ ]  . • , _ _  m'  Nerves in arms and legs 
[ ]  ' ~ ~- -  A ~  .am . .~  ~ . .  ~ ~ ~ ~ •have.been patched and gaps 
[] . •~,~,~v ~ l ~ m ~ / ~ ~ ~ / ~  ~ ~/  i /~  "~ i f f l led with pieces of nerves 
a . ~" ~'~ ~.~'1~.  ~r # ~ 4Iv ~ ~ 4  #" ~ '  ~ _11 Artificial bone proved to 
• ~ue 'R  ~q t t t t  I t~  O0 ~ •he  one of the most difficult 
m "•par ts  of the body to • uvr .K  ~)JLUUpUUU. • WORTH~UIPMENT TO BE SOLD mmanufacture, but this .now 
.~ " '  - " •..has been accompl ished.  
= UI/UV 1£  II'£1VUU&~ DP.  7' MILES E. OF SMITHERS ~Implantsb le teethhavea iso  
m I I1 | |  a xu  .~Ln~IN~ U.~ Ilheen made, into which gum 
[] ,m tissue grows for anchorage. 
[] . M Computers, attached to 
[] ' ' ' []]the brain with electrodes, 
[] ' - '  . mean ~erform some of the : SAT., JULY 16, 1977 10 A.M. SHARP:,. , .  o, . .  nervous 
[]. msystem. 
I 1 '  • " [ ]  
[] • . .... • • Some bypass eyes that 
• ~ 15 Tractors  A l l  Makes  & Sizes ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  " • _~.auuu~ see, re iaymg 
m I~ ~ • ' ._.!messages of vision to the 
- .  " Ik I~ _ d 2 - Crawlers  - I .TD5 & 1,TD6 , . . . .  []].brain. Others substitute for 
[] ' ~ ~ ,  . ' , - .parts of the brain damaged 
.m ~ i l  " " ' "  O l iver  T rac for  w i th  Lober  Grader  --.:nb~ls:°k~a;dtimnatYs~eodavY e 
_m ~ ~  . :" []paralysed arms or legs 
• . i [ ]  ' 
m "~ ~ ~  ' " ~ ' ' • E Al~ough animal brains 
• []  " " M I - [ ]  have been kept alive for a 
[] , 10 Ba lers  - Al l  Makes  and ode s . • ~ time detached f rom th " 
• ~- • i ~ l i~k  , - • . mr 
I morz real bodnes the • . 6-  Mowers - 3 Forage  Choppers 1 ' ~ m ~ ~ ~ • 1 ' I " g " " , 
[ ]  . - . . L ' IHW,~Bi~ _ ~realizafion of  transplanted 
[ ]  4 Swathers .7  D iscs .4  P lows . . . .  ~ ,~L~i [~ . []or artificial brains may 
• • ~ []]never prove possible. 
= 4 Tra i le rs .  3 Seed Dr i l l s .  F ront  End Loaders ' [ ]  
[] I I 
B [ Plus a la rge select ion of New and Used Mach ihery  I a_ Courthouse Squares 
' I and Equipment far  to numerous to  mention. All I i ~,*:,~mL ~ t - 
• ' . I items subiect to  additions or deletions. All I • . "_m L ~ • ~ - ~  '1 
-" - I equipment can be viewed at Hi Line in Telkws. I ; ~ ~ - ~ ' ~  I 
m . 1 I Sale wil l  be held outdoors, weather permiff ing I " [ ]  Ile"~ "~'~ "" ~ " "~ I 
[ ]  . • 
:, PLAN TO ATTEND THIS GIGANTIC AUCTION SALE : 
[ ROY'S AUCTION SERVICE " : ' i 
a. • ' GRANUM, ALBERTA' " " _i ~ | ~  
[] -' " I I  
: AUCTIONEERS -ROY FJORDBOTTEN LIC.010237 & ASSOC' | ~ I 
L..............................................,..................I 
PARTS TRANSFERRED 
In some operations,parts 
of a patient's own body are 
used as transplants. Toronto 
doctors have made new 
]meJa'vWS out of ribs. Thumbs 
been .. replaced using 
toes. Veins from the leg 
form new arteries for the  
heart and skin and hair 
transplants are common. 
Doctors a t  Toronto 's  
Mount Sinai hospital have 
created knees for. 
transplants out of "carti lage 
and some from a donor. 
However, jointq for l imbs 
are usuauy repmced by 
artificial parts .  Shoulders, 
elbows, knees and hip joints 
are made of stainless teel 
and polyethylene.  New 
materials may permit hone 
4 
% 
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i T /  LACOMBE, Aita. (GT) - - -M students from across practise flapping their Three hundred and fifty[ 
The people i n  this quiet Canada learned the art of tongues in a 14~-ho0r-a-day, students have babbled their I 
central Alberta commtmity auctioneering this A I~'L! at two-week course, way through the course that I
A I  suraN[e chants drift from 0nly such ech(~ol in Canada. schools in the U.S., but accommodation a d train. I
..- ~e  ~etting used to hearing what its directors ay is the, "There are a. few of these I n c i u d e s h o t e l I 
their local arena. . Ucensedasatradeechool we're the only auct/oneering tug.from 19 instructors onl IV  The eerie litany started by the  .provincial school in Canada," said ev -~8 from bid-eallingl • 
five years ago and now department of advanced RogerHoltsen, a42-year-old to accounting. I 
heard every April, August education and manpower, it lawyer who cofounded the 
December. comes from has been so successful that school.in 1772. • 
v ~  its students have won the n students enrolled at the The idea for the-school • " . Ami Holteen anys they ca t 
• Western Canada School of Alberta Auct ioneers  came -.-- from -John makeanavera~eof~O00!  
i AucUoneeri~. Coovent/on contest for the Pomer leau , .  Holteen's a year w'~rklna"'for i 
, anon__ .er____m~xs,8or~__-. .~" r $~50, _ • , l 
GUIDE 
~., " ~ a~ LOT OF THINGS BETTER' 
Bruce & Debble 
' ~ow~r:~s hers 
RESTAURANT i 
~_~~~--  I • 4 LAKELSEAVENUE 
TAM&,,~I 
c'.,w~s~ E e .vn~nw 636-7100 
Cu0'SewJr ~GR~G • "/'GRRAe~ 63eC-.608~ _ TAKE OUT ORDERS WELCOME , 
LAKELSE 
HOTEL 
• is THE place for 
: i  i-- t Wedding Receptions. [ ~1 Private Parties 
I ~1 Banquet~ 
o ~  624-262! or 62y3359 [ ' ~  Lakelse Hote.lw.ill.c.ater. you 
• " _ " ~nnnnmnnmuu"  as I gathering wzth buffetclmneJ ~ _________________ 
expertly prepared. Dancing. 
, I space is available and there i 
• "" ~]~e~'~ '~ "~ I' =~~! Jp lenty  *of parking near the 
private entrance. ' 
4136 Lakolse Ave. Torraee Phone Ik38-8141 
FEATURE ' U~r . )~r f~,~ , ~, 
C.,har.Broiled S teak , " .  $2.99 I 
Including: BAKED POTATO 
CHOICE OF SALADS and 
DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAST 
at Noon un the Binnng Room I
King-Size Steak Dinner $4.99 
I 
Tenderloin Steak Dinner $ 4.99 FRIDAY NIGHT SHOPPERS I • 
$ 4.39 Pacific Prawns: One-half dozen breaded prawns I " RESTAURAN Steak & shrimp Combo I I i 
i" Jumbo Shrimp Dinner 




$ i.39 / 
• .r.l©wssu,~jzcT'ro ©aamozwlvN*a~r,NoTacl 
deep fried 4o perfection With tangy seafood 
seuce and lemon wedge. 
Coleslaw, french fried potatoes. 
6u.p lS l  ~ 
8|6  Hwl ,  16W,  
• Torraoe, B,O, 
(:N|~JJ~ & CANADIAN FoOD 
10 am to 1am Monday -Saturday 
11 am to lOl~m Sunday 
PHONE 635-6111 
46.4.2 LazEdle.West.of~FTK Terrace. 
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NANNY FROM THE OLD COUNTRY 
• A touch of',Britain in,/ lbe.rta 
CALGARY (CP) --Twins here and l have had so many gave tlwm the idea. immigrant when-][ return to "we only• have two 
Kerynand Aaron Bickman inquiries from other "We are very happy with Scotland." certified nannies on our 
no longer wear pants. It's mothers asking me how they the arrangement. Mary is A former clerk in a books and we expect 
been "troosers" since Mary could get girls." wonderful with the children hospital outside Glasgow, requests for them to .come 
Black arrived in January. The Bickmaes decided to and they love her. I enjoy l~y  has had no formal from very affluent fatal- 
Mary, 22, is a nanny from get a nanny when Mrs. having her too and it is. child-care trainidg. One of lles," Mrs. Troupe said. 
Scotland, One of the few cur- Bickman was expecting a marvellous to have an a_~ nine children, she gained Certified nannies are holders of Britain's national 
rently working in Alberta. third child. That baby, a compa nion to offset ~ helpingher practicalher mothereXperienCewith the nursery examination bo~d 
She was hired by Sonia daughter, Lannie, was born talk all day. asked - -  younger brothers ana certificate, gaineo on me.  
Bickman and her husband four months ago. The twins "We have ~h~n J 
David through an agencyin are 3. " consider Spending . . . .~  sisters, completion of a two-year 
Toronto. HAPPY WITH ARRANGE- year with us when her ~ CHOSEN CAREFULLY course. " 
A branch of the agency MENT 12 months:are up." Rila Troupe is owner- The majority of requests 
now is in operation in "I had been able to  1~lary, too, is delighted managerofQ.C.Pers0nnel, are for mothers' helpers, 
Alberta and both Mary and manage the twins myself with her. position in the Alberta, which offers whom the agency loosely 
Mrs. Bickman expect to see because they were both on Bickman family. " certified nannies and calls "Q.C. nanmes," and 
more British girls joining the same schedule but I "I really am enjo~.g mothers' helpers from who, Mrs. Troupe said,'are 
Calgary families as realized I would need help myself here. The lifestyle is Britain to Alberta families. "a bargain at the price~' 
mothers'helpers, when the new baby been afa tasticexperienceVery different and t has H o r m o n e ~  d e f e c t s  ,,Mary and I almost feel arrived," Mrs. Bickman fo-,--e.x-~, . . . . . .  
we could set up an agency ol said. 
our own," said Mrs. Mrs..Bickman's cousin in would really like to 
Bickman. "She has lots of Winnipeg already had .a make my home in Canada | | r~ _ l~ .~. r  ~'~.~') n t ro~?  
friends who want to come British girl and that's what and intend to apply as an • . .  ~- - -  ~-~-  
• MONTREAL (CP) -- Dr. 
: - Jules Mardy's pioneering 
surgical techniques on the  . • . ' , '  . .  . 
: -  = : _ : ~_~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ human pituitary gland have 
earned him 22 godchildren. 
t The  Mont rea l  
neurosurgeoa introduced a
micresurgieal procedure in 
1975 enabling inm to remove 
tumors from the gland, 
located at the base of the 
brain, without opening the 
skull or destroying the ~ 
gland. 
. The pituitary gland- 
controls bodily growth as 
well as the functions of such 
.organs as the kidneys,  
• ovaries and testicles. 
.Defects in the gland can 
affect fertility and Hardy 
said he was named 
godfather to children of 
many women whose fertility 
was restored as a result of 
his operation. 
He reaches the pea-sized 
gland by going underneath 
the nose through a small 
ADA S incision and throngh the 
W E S T E R N  CAN ' sinuses. He has performed the delicate operation mor  
than 100 times, removing. 
.tumors less than 10 niil- 
limelres wide: 
Some of his most ' CLEANEST AND BRIGHTEST dramatic SUCCesSes have been in controlling 
giahtism, or uncontrolled. 
bodily, growth caused by a 
Pituitary gland tumor. 
MIDWAY 
Children and young people 
afflicted by giantism shoot 
...... up to heights of eight feet or 
more, with hands, feet and 
facial features becoming 
WILL BE HERE ON THESE DATES enlarged. 
When the tumor occurs in 
adults, it causes a condition 
~known as aeromegaly. 
IIAZMLTON JULY 12, 13, 1977 Facial  features are greatly 
enlarged, with the nose and 
jaw changing to alter the 
t | lmACm JULY 151 16,. 17, 1977 individual's appearance. 
• Hands and feet ~so become 
oversize. 
KilrlMAT JULY 18 19, 201 1977 HardytoldareeentsYm- 
P posium sponsored, by 
Canadians for Health 
Research that until 
recently, his surgical. 
technique has mainly 
benefitted adolescents and 
adults suffering from 
giantism because of lack of 
early diagnosis. 
Better public knowledge 
of the condition has enabled 
him to cure children as 
young as  four before 
oversupply o! growt~ 
hormone affects facial 
appearance and hands and 
,- feet. ' ' ' . 
